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School of Environmental Sciences

Jawaharlal Nehru University
New Delhi 110 067 INDIA
Tel (Off): 0091 11 26704302 / 4315,

Mobile Tel: 9810611857
Email:umeshkulshrestha@gmail.com

�ोफेसर उमेश चं� कुल�े�ठ
डीन एवं ENVIS सम�वयक
Professor Umesh Chandra Kulshrestha
Dean and ENVIS Coordinator

Preface

Dear Readers,

JNU ENVIS Resource Partner (RP) was established as ENVIS Centre in 1994 for the

collection and dissemination of information related to the assigned thematic area, to

support and promote research, development and innovation among researchers,

policymakers, academicians and other stakeholders. The present theme of the RP is

Geodiversity & Impact on Environment which includes assignments related to Pollution,

Climate, Geology & Geomorphology, Hydrology, Topography, Soil and Land Use

Pattern, Disaster, Sensitive Area, & Flora and Fauna.

It is my pleasure to present before you this compilation of JNU ENVIS Webinars held

during 2020-21. This is to mention that the report of each webinar is also given along

with the poster and schedule. A total of 17 webinars have been organized from April

2020 to March 2021, most of this period falls under the COVID-19 pandemic shutdown.

In addition, a number of 16 online competitions viz. quiz (4), painting (4), photography

(2), poster (2), summary writing (2) picture description & caption contest (1) and

extempore contest (1) have also been organized. The winners were awarded the merit

certificates. Such vigorous engagement of the JNU ENVIS family during the pandemic

is highly appreciable. It also indicates the dedication of JNU ENVIS for the utilization of

pandemic time for online learning and networking for the purpose of academics and

awareness. The online panel discussions have been conducted by inviting a number of

Contd…(iii)
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Jawaharlal Nehru University
New Delhi 110 067 INDIA
Tel (Off): 0091 11 26704302 / 4315,

Mobile Tel: 9810611857
Email:umeshkulshrestha@gmail.com

�ोफेसर उमेश चं� कुल�े�ठ
डीन एवं ENVIS सम�वयक
Professor Umesh Chandra Kulshrestha
Dean and ENVIS Coordinator

eminent researchers, academicians and policymakers from Indian and abroad. These

panel discussions have benefitted the students, staff, faculty and participating

entrepreneurs. Excellent feedback given by the participants indicated that the aim of

sharing and advancement of knowledge has been achieved.

The choice and selection of panel members have a criterion of three knowledge tiers.

Three generations covering senior, middle age and young panelists have been invited

as the panelists including at least one Young Holistic (YoHo) member. The YoHo is an

outreach programme of the school in which the masters and M/Phil/PhD students take

part and organize different activities such as Debate, Quiz, Abstracting, Poetry, Yoga,

Extempore etc. competitions. These activities help in enhancing their organizing skills,

leadership quality and overall personality.

I thank all the panelists, faculty, students and other participants for their support which

made the success of the webinars. I sincerely thank the JNU ENVIS staff members for

their untiring efforts to compile the important panel discussions and recommendations in

the compendium form. The constant support provided by the Ministry of Environment,

Forest & Climate Change and the ENVIS Secretariat is highly appreciated. I hope that

the cooperation of all the concerned will be continued to boost the activities of the JNU

ENVIS in the coming time.

Professor Umesh Chandra Kulshrestha

(ⅲ)



World Metrology Day 2020: Measurements for Global Trade

Webinar Report

World Metrology Day
Theme: Measurements for Global Trade

Organised by:

JNU ENVIS Resource Partner on Geodiversity & Impact on Environment

School of Environmental Sciences, Jawaharlal Nehru University

New Delhi - 110 067

May 20, 2020
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World Metrology Day 2020: Measurements for Global Trade

World Metrology Day 2020

To commemorate the occasion of the World
Metrology Day, on 20th May 2020, YOHO –GLP,

School of Environmental Sciences and JNU ENVIS

RP organised an online Webinar. Theme of the

webinar was ‘Measurements for Global Trade’.
Time duration was two hours (Fig.1).

Figure 1: Poster and programme schedule circulated online
of Webinar on World Metrology Day

Panellists included experts and professionals

working in the field of Metrology. Unique feature

of this webinar was that not only experts but

young students also got a chance to share their

experiences.

It was attended by more than 40 participants,

across the country. Participants included

university students, researchers, faculty members

and professionals working in the area of

metrology.

Webinar was moderated by Prof. Umesh
Kulshrestha, Dean & ENVIS Coordinator, SES,

JNU (Fig.2). He initiated the panel discussion by

highlighting the importance of this day and

metrology. He emphasized the importance of

metrology as a subject and recalled how he

understood the importance of metrology since his

student days. He mentioned about the starting of

`Metrology' course in JNU in 2009-10, which has

been the first in the university system in India. He

congratulated young leaders of YOHO –GLP for

taking this initiative to celebrate the occasion of

the World Metrology Day. Then he invited Dr.

J.P.Gupta to present his views.

Figure 2: Screenshot of webinar initiated by Prof. U.C.
Kulshrestha, Dean & ENVIS Coordinator, SES/JNU
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World Metrology Day 2020: Measurements for Global Trade

Dr. J.P.Gupta, Chairman- Expert Appraisal

Committee (Industry –II), MoEF&CC, GoI.

Chairman- Environment Committee PHD

Chamber of Commerce & Industry (Fig.3). Dr.

Gupta presented his views on the importance of

metrology in global trade. He highlighted the

importance of Reliability, Loyalty, Dedication,

Quality Assurance and branding in International

trade.

Figure 3: Dr. J.P.Gupta, Chairman- Expert Appraisal
Committee (Industry –II), MoEF&CC

Dr. Sanjay Yadav- Vice Chairman, Metrology

Society of India, CSIR-NPL, New Delhi (Fig.4).

He talked about the close relationship between

metrology and sustainable development. He

described how measurement standards were

established. Role of National Physical Laboratory

(NPL) in ensuring testing, precision and reliability.

He mentioned that in 2019, MoEF&CC authorized

NPL for environment measurement standards.

He advocated for establishing a strong

infrastructure in the field of Metrology and urged

for coordination among government, industry and

research institutions. He said only a clean

environment would ensure better international

trade.

Figure 4: Dr. Sanjay Yadav- Vice Chairman, Metrology
Society of India, CSIR-NPL

Mr. A K Jha – Senior Director, EIA Accreditation

QCI-NABET, New Delhi (Fig.5). He mentioned

that the Quality Council of India was established

by the Cabinet decision. It is a national body

established for granting accreditation. He said

that quality and metrology are interdependent

and in every field Applied Metrology is used. He

explained how EIA conducting organisations are

given accreditation after thorough checking of

various parameters. Earlier, practice was to give

accreditation to individuals, which is no more

followed now and only institutions are given

accreditations for conducting EIA.
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World Metrology Day 2020: Measurements for Global Trade

Figure 5: Mr. A K Jha – Senior Director, EIA
Accreditation QCI-NABET

Prof. Paulraj Rajamani – Radiation

Measurement Expert, SES, JNU (Fig.6). He

shared his radiation studies experiments and

showed effects of mobile phone radiation on

human health. Various experiments and case

studies were discussed. He mentioned how 5G

will play a pivotal role in coming times, especially

in the field of online education. It is expected that

by 2021, India will introduce 5G services.

Figure 6: Prof. Paulraj R. Radiation Measurement
Expert, SES, JNU, presenting the radiation studies on

health  from his lab

Mr. Tej Pratap – Research Scholar and YoHo

Leader, SES, JNU (Fig.7). He highlighted the

activities of YoHo-GLP and various facilities

available in CIF, SES, JNU. Also talked about the

importance of metrology and how students are

benefitting from various instruments and facilities

available in CIF, SES. Highlighted that Log Book

maintenance has been initiated by his group.

Figure 7: Mr. Tej Pratap – Research Scholar and YoHo
Leader  explaining the GLP-CIF facilities in SES.

Concluding remarks were given by Prof. Umesh
Kulshrestha. Vote of thanks was extended by

Mr. Piyush Kumar Verma, Research Scholar and

YoHo Leader, SES, JNU. E-certificates were

distributed to all the participants.

********
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International Biodiversity Day 2020: Our Solutions are in Nature

Webinar Report

International Biodiversity Day
Theme: Our Solutions are in Nature

Organised by:

JNU ENVIS Resource Partner on Geodiversity & Impact on Environment

School of Environmental Sciences, Jawaharlal Nehru University

New Delhi - 110 067

May 22, 2020
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International Biodiversity Day 2020: Our Solutions are in Nature

International Biodiversity Day 2021

On the occasion of the International

Biodiversity Day, on 22th May 2020, JNU

ENVIS Resource Partner, School of

Environmental Sciences organised an online

Webinar. Theme of the webinar was ‘Our
Solutions are in Nature’. Time duration of the

webinar was two hours.

Panelists included experts and professionals

working in the field of Biodiversity. It was

attended by more than 200 participants,

through Webex platform and Facebook Live

broadcast. Participants were from different

parts of the country and included university

students, researchers, faculty members and

professionals.

Webinar was moderated by Prof. Umesh
Kulshrestha, Dean & ENVIS Coordinator,

SES, JNU (Fig.2). He initiated the panel

discussion by highlighting the importance of

holistic development He gave an example of

holistic aspect of Lake Concept and how it can

solve the problem of air pollution in Delhi NCR.

He called upon the young generation to work

on holistic development. He said lockdown has

given us a new normal which should be

maintained. He also thanked and

congratulated participants for showing such a

big response. He invited next panellist Prof.
Brij Gopal to share his views on the topic.

Figure 1: Poster and programme schedule circulated
online of Webinar on International Biodiversity Day

Webinar was moderated by Prof. Umesh
Kulshrestha, Dean & ENVIS Coordinator,

SES, JNU (Fig.2). He initiated the panel

discussion by highlighting the importance of

holistic development. He gave an example of

holistic aspect of Lake Concept and how it can

solve the problem of air pollution in Delhi NCR.

He called upon the young generation to work

on holistic development. He said that

lockdown had given us a new normal which

should be maintained. He also thanked and
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International Biodiversity Day 2020: Our Solutions are in Nature

congratulated participants for showing such a

big response. He invited next panellist Prof.
Brij Gopal to share his views on the topic.

Figure 2: Prof. Umesh Kulshrestha, Dean & ENVIS
Coordinator, SES, JNU

Prof. Brij Gopal, Retd. Prof. SES JNU, &

Head Centre for Inland Waters in South Asia

(Fig,3). He started his discussion by raising a

question about Biodiversity and a solution to

nature. First of all we should understand the

meaning of nature and forest. He reiterated No

Forest means No Nature and said it is told that

forest cover has increased, but in reality

forests are declining as more and more

projects get environmental clearances. Nature

is not just growing a few trees. For a solution ,

revert back to nature and review it.

Figure 3: Prof. Brij Gopal,  Retd. Prof. SES JNU, & Head
Centre for Inland Waters in South Asia

Dr. CBS Dutt, Former Scientist NRSC/ISRO –

Introduced the concept of species diversity,

also talked about alpha & beta diversity

(Fig.4). He discussed the effect of

fragmentation on biodiversity and how the

fragmentation matrix helps to understand

biodiversity loss. Role of ISRO in study of

Indian Biodiversity and development of

Geo-spatial data was discussed in detail. EIA

and Biodiversity studies were also put forward,

science of manifestation due to pollution,

various types of pollutants were discussed in

his talk. In end he talked about contemporary

challenges and new phytogenetic arrangement

in plant taxonomy of Indian plants.

Figure 4: Dr. CBS Dutt, Former Scientist NRSC/ISRO

Dr. Anup Chandra, Scientist E, FRI –

Highlighted importance of biodiversity, said we

cannot sustain without biodiversity (Fig.5).

World knows only about 1.7% of total

biodiversity.

Figure 5: Dr. Anup Chandra, Scientist E, FRI

He said wild relatives of species are important

for biodiversity conservation, also discussed

about medicinal plants, timber, urban forestry

and how we are totally dependent for these on

nature. In India we have 23% area as forest,

16 major types and 216 sub-types of forest, 4

hotspots, biosphere reserves and national
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International Biodiversity Day 2020: Our Solutions are in Nature

parks for conservation. He ended his

discussion by focusing on threats to

biodiversity, like anthropogenic pressure, dam

construction etc.

Prof. P. K. Joshi, SES, JNU – He talked about

biodiversity loss and said 80% of wild

mammals and half of the plants have been

lost. It is time for “Radical- rebooting of

Humanity’s Relationship with Nature” (Fig.6).

Mentioned about the history of biodiversity

science and said it is relatively new science

which started in 1985.

Figure 6: Prof. P. K. Joshi, SES, JNU

He also mentioned the World Economic

Forum’s Global Risk survey where Biodiversity

Loss and Ecosystem Collapse are among top

five risks which will impact life in the coming

10 years. The way the world is treating

biodiversity soon we will see more pandemics.

He said nature based solutions are important

for sustainable development, Goal 5, 10, 16

are related to biodiversity. 30% of Indian

population directly drives its livelihood from

Biodiversity and another 30% population is

indirectly dependent on biodiversity. 50% of

world GDP is directly dependent on nature,

thus we see clear cut dependency on nature.

Today at least 75% land and 66% marine

species are facing danger of extinction. Then

he talked about how G7 promoted

Environment conservation by signing the

Fashion Pact. He ended his discussion with a

view that the fourth industrial revolution is

need of the hour where net positive for nature

is ensured.

Dr. Usha Mina, ENVIS Co-coordinator &

Associate Professor, SES, JNU – She initiated

her discussion with proper definition for nature

is required. Immunity for Covid-19 and we are

looking for a solution in nature (Fig.7).

Highlighted importance of conserving nature.

She also talked about large-scale destruction

of nature and biodiversity in Sunderbans due

to cyclone Amphan.

She said disturbing nature beyond a limit can

be disturbing, we are close to losing millions of

species, the rate of biodiversity loss is

unprecedented. It is time to reduce the

negative environmental effect, and prevent

loss of indigenous people. Talked about five

pillars of biodiversity and three global

agricultural heritage systems in India, like Kora

puda (various paddy and pulse spp.) in

Odisha, in Kashmir (for saffron cultivation) and

Kuttanad farming in Karnataka (rice cultivation

under water below sea level).

Figure 7: Dr. Usha Mina, ENVIS Co-coordinator &
Associate Professor, SES, JNU

Concluding remarks and vote of thanks were

extended by Prof. Umesh Kulshrestha.

Participants shared their views and comments

about the webinar. Last but not the least

e-certificates were distributed to all the

participants.

********
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World Environment Day 2020: Time for Nature

Webinar Report

World Environment Day
Theme: ‘Time for Nature’

Organised by:

JNU ENVIS Resource Partner on Geodiversity & Impact on Environment

School of Environmental Sciences, Jawaharlal Nehru University

New Delhi - 110 067

June 5, 2020
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World Environment Day 2020: Time for Nature

World Environment Day 2020
The School of Environmental Sciences celebrated

World Environment Day, 5th June 2020. On this

occasion, a webinar was organized on the theme

‘Time for Nature’ in collaboration with the

JNU-ENVIS Resource Partner. The panelists

included international experts and professionals

working in the field of Environment. These were-

1). Professor Peringe Grennfelt, former Scientific

Director, IVL Swedish Environmental Research

Institute and adjunct professor at Gothenburg

University, Member of Royal Academy of

Agriculture & Forestry in Sweden, 2). Dr Sharath

K. Pallerla, Director, Ministry of Environment,

Forests & Climate Change, New Delhi, 3). Dr

Sunita Narain, CEO, Center for Science and

Environment, India, 4). Professor S R Wate,

former Director CSIR-NEERI, Nagpur & former

Chairman CSIR-RAB, India, 5). Professor N H Lin,

National Central University, Taoyuan, Taiwan, 6).

Dr Ilora Ghosh, Associate Professor (Toxicity),

School of Environmental Sciences, JNU, New

Delhi. Professor Umesh Kulshrestha, Dean and

ENVIS-Coordinator moderated the panel

discussion. The outreach activities of a new

program called Young Holistics (YoHo) were also

presented by the students. The YoHo program has

been started recently for the all-round

development of the students. There are around 30

activities of the YoHo program. The Leads of three

activities had organized their events which were

described by each Lead during the celebration.

The webinar was attended by more than 650

participants, through Webex platform and

Facebook Live broadcast. The delegates of the

webinar included the university students,

researchers, faculty members and professionals

from different parts of the country.

Fig.1: Poster of the Webinar widely circulated on social media
platforms.

Fig.2: Schedule of the Webinar widely circulated
on social media platforms.
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World Environment Day 2020: Time for Nature

Prof. Umesh Kulshrestha, Dean & ENVIS
Coordinator, SES, JNU - He welcomed all the

eminent speakers and the participants. Gave a

brief introduction of all the speakers. Highlighted

the importance of the World Environment Day and

this year’s theme ‘Time for Nature’. He then invited

first speaker Prof. Peringe Greenfelt to deliver his

talk.

Fig.3: Prof. Umesh Kulshrestha, Dean &
ENVIS Coordinator, SES, JNU.

Prof. Peringe Grennfelt, Member Royal
Academy of Agriculture & Forestry, Sweden-
He talked about ‘Today’s Environmental Problems

in a historical perspective: Air Pollution’.

Discussed air pollution problems in chronological

manner from the 1970's onwards and major air

pollution events around the world were

highlighted.

Fig.4: Prof. Peringe Grennfelt, Member Royal
Academy of Agriculture & Forestry, Sweden

He established the importance of history in

connection with today’s environmental problems.

Professor Grennfelt advocated the importance of

science supported policy decisions and shared his

experience about long range transport of pollution

and the LRTAP. His lecture very well provided the

linkages of environmental problems with

Sustainable Development Goals.

Dr. Sharath K. Palleria, Director (Policy),
MoEF&CC, Govt. Of India - He commenced his

talk by saying “Let’s nurture nature so that we can

have a better future.” Discussed Indian

Biodiversity, 7-8% of globally recorded species

and four biodiversity hotspots found in India. Over

47,000 species of plants and 100,000 species of

animal have been recorded. India has divided into

ten bio-geographic zones based on which

conservation planning has been taken up. Talked

about various national reports and various legal

instruments for conservation and sustainable use.

Fig.5: Dr. Sharath K. Palleria, Director (Policy),
MoEF&CC, Govt. Of India.
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World Environment Day 2020: Time for Nature

Dr. Sunita Narain, Center for Science and
Environment, India- Commenced her discussion

by asking how we protect our environment.

Discussed various burning environmental issues

like increased frequency and rapidification of

cyclones due to change in temperature of earth

and sea. Dr Sunita talked about extreme rain

events, locust attacks, and how low economic

groups are becoming victims of climate change.

She said we want clean air to breath as well as

economic development. Green stimulus for public

transport, green combustion. She put emphasis on

the conservation has to move towards a green
economy and in the hands of local governance
especially in rural areas.

Fig.6: Dr. Sunita Narain, CSE, India.

Dr. Satish Wate, Former Director,
CSIR-NEERI & Chairman, CSIR-RAB- He said

that if you protect nature, nature will protect you.

He highlighted that we depend on the

environment for air, water, soil, food, minerals

etc. He discussed five components of the

environment. Prof Wate talked about recent

chemical factory accidents and how severally

they impact our environment. He said we should

become sensitive to the environment, in order to

properly understand it. He advocated for risks

assessment exercise very similar to the impact

assessment. He also highlighted the need for

mitigation steps and preparation of management

plans.

Fig.7: Dr. Satish Wate, Former Director, CSIR-NEERI &
Chairman, CSIR-RAB.

Prof. N H Lin, National Central University,
Taoyuan, Taiwan - Discussed about his 7 SEAS

project which started in 2007. This project

investigates the impacts of aerosol particles on

weather and the total SE Asian environment. Prof

Lin talked about Biomass-burning haze in

South-East Asia and shared case study of Chrang

Mai in northern SEA. He concluded by sharing the

outcome of the project, some of the outcomes are

international agreements and successful

coordinated actions.

Fig.8: Prof. N H Lin, National Central University,
Taoyuan, Taiwan.
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World Environment Day 2020: Time for Nature

Dr. Ilora Ghosh, Associate Professor
(Toxicology), SES, JNU- She focused that

understanding the environment should be our

motto. Protecting the environment to reduce

further pandemic risks. She discussed in detail

about Coronavirus Disease 2019 by

SARS-CoV-2. Introduced the participants to

common signs of infections, myths and truths

about coronavirus. She discussed major

causes of this devastating pandemic. She

talked about mutants of coronavirus, how

repeatedly and independently they mutate. Dr

Ilora explained the toxicity in Coronavirus

patients and how higher dosages of medication

can lead to renal failure. She concluded that

environment should be protected and

environmental problems like Climate change

should be addressed if we want to protect

ourselves from any further pandemics.

Fig.9: Dr. Ilora Ghosh, Associate Professor (Toxicology),

SES, JNU.

Young Holistic (YoHo) Leaders; Mr. Yogender
Singh, Ms. Ankita Katoch and Ms. Ankita
Singh -They updated about the various activities

for Environment Day Celebrations like Poetry,

Quiz and Summary writing competition

conducted by their respective groups. Results of

these competitions were also declared.

Vote of Thanks was extended by Ms. Swati
Singh, Programme Officer, JNU ENVIS RP.
She also apprised about the various online

competitions like Poster Making, Photography

and Painting conducted by JNU ENVIS RP to

celebrate World Environment Day. Results of

these competitions were also announced.

Session came to an end with distribution of

e-certificate to all the participants. Very positive

feedback was received from the participants.

Recommendations:

1. Science supported policy decisions should be

encouraged.

2. Green stimulus should be provided to public

transport and green combustion.

3. Business-unusual should be a new model of

development, supporting Green Economy with

local Governance.

4. Capacity building and sensitivity should be

promoted towards the environment.

5. Risk assessment exercise on the lines of EIA

should be developed.

6. Environmental actions should be taken up

both on International level as well as grass-

root level.

7. Environmental problems like climate change

should be dealt with seriously to prevent future

pandemics.

********
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International Yoga Day 2020

One Day Yoga Workshop

on

INTERNATIONAL YOGA DAY

Organised by:

JNU ENVIS Resource Partner on Geodiversity & Impact on Environment

School of Environmental Sciences, Jawaharlal Nehru University

New Delhi - 110 067

June 21, 2020
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International Yoga Day 2020

One Day Yoga Workshop

on

INTERNATIONAL

YOGA DAY
21

ST
JUNE, 2020

The YoHo Yoga Club of School of Environmental

Sciences, JNU organised a ONE-DAY YOGA

WORKSHOP on International Yoga Day on 21st June

2020 from 9:00 am to 10:30 am. The workshop started

with the words of wisdom shared by Prof. Umesh

Kulshrestha, Dean, School of Environmental Sciences,

J.N.U. Mrs. Kopal Verma, Lead of YoHo Yoga, a

certified trainer from the Art of Living Organisation,

carried the Yoga workshop forward. The workshop

started with a basic introduction of Yoga, Pranayama

and Dhyana and their implementation in day-to-day

lives, practical demonstration of Sukshama Vyayama,

Surya Namaskar, various asanas, Kapalbhati and

Bhastrika Pranayama. Then, this workshop was

followed by a guided meditation. A total of 23 people

from different walks of life joined the session. They

enjoyed the session fully and were greatly benefitted. A

few people shared their experiences as very enjoyable,

useful, informative and excellent. Feedback forms were

filled by the participants and they are looking forward to

attending similar sessions in future. The session was

concluded by Prof. Umesh Kulshrestha, Dean, School

of Environmental Sciences, J.N.U.

Few snippets from the session

******
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World Nature Conservation Day 2020

Webinar Report

World Nature Conservation Day

Organised by:

JNU ENVIS Resource Partner on Geodiversity & Impact on Environment

School of Environmental Sciences, Jawaharlal Nehru University

New Delhi - 110 067

July 28, 2020
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World Nature Conservation Day 2020

World Nature Conservation Day 2020

ENVIS RP on Geodiversity & Impact on

Environment, School of Environmental

Sciences, JNU celebrated the World Nature

Conservation Day, 28th July 2020. On this

occasion, a webinar was organized on the

theme ‘Nature Conservation’. Time duration of

the webinar was one & half hours. Panelists

included international experts and professionals

working in the field of Nature Conservation.

These were- 1). Prof C P Kaushik, Member

EIA AC, QCI-NABET, Member Environment

Committee PHD Chamber, 2). Ms. Barsha

Lekhi, National IP Fellow, UNDP GEF,

Advisor, Earth Day Network, Nepal, 3).

Professor Umesh Kulshrestha, Dean SES,

JNU and ENVIS-Coordinator, 4). Dr Usha

Mina, Associate Professor, JNU &

Co-coordinator JNU ENVIS

5).Manjul Panwar, PhD Student SES

6).Saurabh Singh, PhD Student SES

7).Mr. Piyush Ojha, PhD Student SES.

Professor Umesh Kulshrestha, Dean SES,
JNU and ENVIS-Coordinator moderated the

panel discussion. It was attended by more

than 400 participants, through Google-Meet

platform and Facebook Live broadcast. Also,

the participants were from different parts of the

country and included university students,

researchers, faculty members and

professionals.

Fig.1: Poster and Schedule of the Webinar widely
circulated on JNU ENVIS Website & Social media

platforms

He welcomed all the eminent speakers and

the participants. He mentioned in brief about

the speakers. He highlighted the importance of

the World Nature Conservation Day, specially

during CoronaVirus Pandemic time when new

normals are experienced. He presented his

publication suggesting the policy makers

about ‘Creation of Huge Lakes as a Holistic
Solution to Control Air Pollution in Delhi
NCR’. He advocated for holistic solutions and

solutions which are close to nature. In order to

control dust air pollution in NCR, he has

suggested creating at least two huge lakes of

around 5-7 km diameter in NCR.. This

waterbody adds moisture to the atmosphere

and helps to form clouds followed by

occasional rains. When rainfall is high over an

area dust will naturally settle down to the

surface and the dust pollution problem is

solved. He mentioned that this suggestion was

taken up by Delhi Government very seriously

and it helped not just the dust pollution

problem but at the same time led to ground
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water recharge and greening of the area. He

encouraged participants to think of such

holistic and environmentally friendly solutions

to problems. He then invited Prof C P Kaushik,

Member EIA AC, QCI-NABET, Member

Environment Committee PHD Chamber to

deliver his talk.

Fig.2: Prof. Umesh Kulshrestha, Dean & ENVIS
Coordinator, SES, JNU

Prof C P Kaushik, Member EIA AC,
QCI-NABET, Member Environment
Committee PHD Chamber- He talked about

many changes that are taking place in Nature,

said 99% lives have become extinct. We are

heading towards Sixth Mass Extinction and

anthropogenic effects have made it 100%

faster. He gave various examples of how

nature is affected by human activities.

● In India, Tigers are becoming extinct, so

the concept of National Parks to protect

them, as this organism is very important

for the entire ecosystem.

● Whenever a big tree is cut down, under

growths and soil organisms are also lost in

the process.

● Polar & glacial ice is melting, we need to

keep temperature below 1℃ and if the

global average temperature will reach

above 2℃, earth will burn.

● Ecosystems provide various services live

cultural, ecological, biological, aesthetical

etc. Whenever a species becomes extinct

its gene pool is lost forever. A species

becomes extinct when no representative

of the species is available in the wild for

the last five years. Some of the extinct

species are Dodo, Passenger Pigeon etc.

● Drop Cat Operation- Due to excessive

usage of DDT, cats got killed this led to an

increase in the number of rats. Increased

population of rats lead to diseases like

plague, thus cats were air dropped to

control the population of rats and thus

control on plague, so a missing link in the

food chain can affect the whole

ecosystem.

● Penguins feed on krill, due to global

warming and melting of the ice population

of Krill is decreasing. Due to this, penguins

are moving towards land masses which is

not their original habitat.

● Decreasing Whale population affects the

whole marine ecosystem, as Whale

uptakes food from deep layers of ocean

and brings it to surface in the form of their

dropouts. Many marine organisms depend

on these dropouts of Whale for nutrition.

Fig.3: Prof C P Kaushik, Member EIA AC,
QCI-NABET, Member Environment Committee PHD
Chamber,

Ms. Barsha Lekhi National IP Fellow,
UNDP GEF, Advisor, Earth Day Network,
Nepal - She said the first step for any

conservation plan is to understand which

and what components need to be protected.

She talked about her work in Nepal.

Individual and Institutional efforts both were

mentioned. On individual efforts daily

choices in sustainable manner were talked

about, like reduced plastic products,

reduce-reuse-recycle to be promoted,
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growing organic vegetables, adopting

sustainable fashion and basic lifestyle etc.

At institutional level she talked about various

projects (around 165) taken up by UNDP

Small Grant projects in Nepal. Focus to

protect biodiversity, Forest Management,

prevent land degradation, stop PoPs,

Community level approaches and livelihood

options (like Hydraulic water pumps,

Cardamom dryers etc.) for long term and

sustainable nature conservation.

Fig.4: Ms. Barsha Lekhi National IP Fellow, UNDP
GEF, Advisor, Earth Day Network, Nepal

Dr Usha Mina, Associate Professor JNU
& Co-coordinator JNU ENVIS-

Commenced her discussion by asking to

develop an emotional bond with nature. A

cognitive and spiritual bond should be

developed with nature. She mentioned

various texts which mention the importance

of nature in our lives. All beings should be

treated equally. Nature gives us strength

and mental peace. She also talked about

Nature Deficit Disorder - where people lose

respect for nature, meaning for life and

leads to depression. Children should be

connected to nature and Reconnect with

Nature should be promoted. She also talked

about various conversationalists like Gaura

Devi who lost her life to protect forests. She

advocated Rights to Nature, recognised that

ecosystems have rights just like humans

have and holistic recognition. Also talked

about one planet concept, deciding better

choices, nature based solutions, harnessing

the power of nature. Also with 3R’s

Reduce-Reuse-Recycle, time to add two

more R’s Respect & Reconnect with Nature.

Reduce Carbon, Ecological and Water

footprint.

Fig.5: Dr Usha Mina, Associate Professor JNU &
Co-coordinator JNU ENVIS

Mr Manjul Panwar, PhD Student SES- He

talked about human relation with nature. He

differentiated Conservation as protection

with anthropogenic motives and

Preservation as protection with

non-anthropogenic motives. He shared

various success stories like Gaura Devi,

Forest Man of India etc.

Fig.6: Mr Manjul Panwar, PhD Student SES, JNU

He suggested that we should take steps like

plant more trees, go vegan and meatless at

least once a week.

He ended his talk with a beautiful message

from Dr. Sonam Wangchuk “Please live

Simple, so that we can Live Simply”.

Mr Saurabh Singh, PhD Student SES-
Discussed about his experiences in nature

conservation. Talked about conservation of

natural resources. Also mentioned various

conservation organisations. Related how
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religion advocates for conservation of nature

and said we should first let go of our ego to

initiate any conservation efforts. He also

said conservation efforts should not be with

any biased motive for human benefit, but it

should be purely for the benefit of nature

and all species.

Fig.7: Mr Saurabh Singh, PhD Student SES, JNU

Mr. Piyush Ojha, PhD Student SES, JNU-
He talked about his field of study and how

nature conservation can be adopted in rural

areas and low income societies. He gave

various examples like energy efficient bulbs

and techniques for carbon saving.

Fig.8: Mr. Piyush Ojha, PhD Student SES, JNU

Concluding remarks by Prof. Umesh
Kulshrestha, Dean & ENVIS Coordinator,
SES, JNU. E-Release of Awareness Poster

prepared by JNU ENVIS RP on ‘Step to
Conserve Nature’ by guests . Vote of
Thanks was extended by Ms. Swati Singh,

Programme Officer, JNU ENVIS RP.
Session came to an end with distribution of

e-certificate to all the participants. Very

positive feedback was received from the

participants.

Fig.9: E-Release of Awareness Poster on ‘Step to
Conserve Nature’ by guests : Prof. C.P. Kaushik &
Ms. Baesha Lekhi.

Feedback:

Webinar on the official YouTube page:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j1ZELzMuYak

Webinar Live Session on the official FB
page:https://www.facebook.com/149726452056862

2/videos/212872520069585
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Fig.9: Awareness Poster on ‘Step to Conserve Nature’ can be downloaded on http://jnuenvis.nic.in/

******
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Webinar Report

Global Tiger Day

Organised by:

JNU ENVIS Resource Partner on Geodiversity & Impact on Environment

School of Environmental Sciences, Jawaharlal Nehru University

New Delhi - 110 067

July 29, 2020
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Global Tiger Day 2020
ENVIS RP on Geodiversity & Impact on

Environment, School of Environmental

Sciences, JNU celebrated the Global Tiger

Day, 29th July 2020. A webinar was organized

to celebrate Global Tiger Day. Time duration of

the webinar was one hour. Panelists included

international experts and professionals

working in the field of Wildlife and Environment

Conservation.

These were-

1) Dr. G. Areendran, Director

-IGCMC & Coordinator ENVIS-WWF, India2)

Dr.K.Ramesh, Scientist, WII, India &

Adjunct Professor, University of British Columbi

a, Vancouver, Canada, 3) Professor Umesh

Kulshrestha, Dean SES, JNU and

ENVIS-Coordinator, 4) Prof. P. K. Joshi,

SES, JNU 5) Dr Usha Mina, Associate

Professor JNU & Co-coordinator JNU ENVIS.

Professor Umesh Kulshrestha, Dean SES,
JNU and ENVIS-Coordinator moderated the

panel discussion. It was attended by more than

200 participants, through Google-Meet platform

and Facebook live broadcast. Also, the

participants were from different parts of the

country and included university students,

researchers, faculty members and

professionals.

Fig.1: Poster and Schedule of the Webinar widely
circulated on JNU ENVIS Website & Social media

platforms

He welcomed all the eminent speakers and the

participants. Gave a brief introduction of all the

speakers. Highlighted the importance of the

Global Tiger Day and Tiger as an important

species for conservation of the whole

ecosystem. According to the latest Tiger

Census data released India has about 2964

Tigers. He then invited Dr.G.Areendran,

Director-IGCMC & Coordinator ENVIS , WWF, 

India to deliver his talk.

Fig.2: Moderator of the Webinar: Prof. Umesh
Kulshrestha, Dean & ENVIS Coordinator, SES, JNU
& all speakers on the Panel.
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Dr. G. Areendran, Director-
IGCMC & Coordinator ENVIS-WWF, India
- He talked about Tiger Conservation efforts by

WWF-India and various landscapes where he

is working. He said the aim of WWF -India is

Conservation of Tiger Habitat. They are active

partners in National Tiger Survey and Tiger

estimation. Also work on mitigating

Tiger-human conflict, environmental education

for local communities, and TRAFFIC deals

with wildlife crime. He talked about various

landscapes where WWF India is working on

Tiger Conservation.

Terai Arc Landscape - It covers the area of

Uttarakhand, Uttar Pradesh and Bihar. Main

activities include Tiger Monitoring, Radio

Collar for Tiger and Elephants, Management of

Human -Tiger Conflicts, Engagement with

local tribes and their training and capacity

building.

Brahmaputra Landscape - It includes

Kaziranga and Manas in Assam. It is a river

based landscape. Main activities include

Mitigating Human-wildlife conflict. Here along

with Tigers, Elephant conflicts are also

managed. Other activities are protection,

support, habitat restoration, training for local

forest staff and help in providing infrastructure.

Sunderbans Landscape - Activities include

monitoring for estimation of Tigers, supporting

local forest departments with training and

infrastructure like smart cages. Providing local

power sources and grid using solar power,

clean energy. Sustainable technologies

provided to local communities like aquaculture,

nylon net for fishing etc.

Western India Tiger Landscape - It covers

the state of Rajasthan and includes Banas

river corridor. Activities include corridor

management plans and community based

activities.

Satpura Maikal Landscape - It covers

Madhya Pradesh, Chhattisgarh and

Maharashtra and more than 15 lakh square

kilometers. This landscape has a good density

of Tigers. Activities include working with local

forest departments and training their local

staff. Building landscape, resolving mining

issues due to Western Coal Field. Engaging

with local communities like promoting organic

cotton and agricultural activities, relief

schemes for cattle killed by tigers. Target is to

double the Tiger population by 2022.

South Western Ghat Nilgiri Landscape - It

covers Tamil Nadu, Kerala and Karnataka.

Activities include working with charitable

groups. Training forest department,

anti-poaching camps and providing field gear.

Fig.3: Dr. G. Areendran, Director-IGCMC & 
Coordinator ENVIS , WWF, India presenting on Tiger
Landscapes.

Dr. K. Ramesh,Scientist, WII, India 
& Adjunct Prof. University of British 
Columbia,Vancouver, Canada -
He started his discourse with History of Tiger

Day and said in 2010 at the St. Petersburg

Declaration it was decided to Double the Tiger

population by 2022 and Awareness about this

Tiger through celebration of the day as Global

Tiger Day.
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He said this meeting is fulfilling both our

International and National commitments. Tiger

is celebrated as a symbol and represents our

nature. Tiger conservation is not only species

based but conservation of the whole habitat, it

requires field based conservation efforts. Tiger

has evolved to a tropical system and is highly

adapted. Historically it was hunted by rulers

and now we are left with only 6% of past

numbers. India has 70% population of Tigers,

we have it pretty well with our conservation

efforts and great responsibility lies on us.

Livelihood related issues have led to a

crashing decline in the number of Tiger

populations. In Sariska Tiger Reserve the

entire population of Tiger was lost due to

poaching. Then a report by Dr. Sunita Narain

“Joining the dot” played an important role and

the National Tiger Authority was established.

Large scale use of technology is required in

Tiger conservation. Landscape approach Tiger

Management including spaces in terms of

thematic area is important.

Fig.4: Dr. K. Ramesh, Scientist, WII, India and Adjunct
Professor, University of British Columbia,

Vancouver, Canada

Prof. P.K. Joshi, SES, JNU - He talked about

the importance and history of the Day. India in

Guinness Book of World record for largest

Tiger census. He also said saving Tiger is

more than just one species but for the entire

range of species, for human well being and for

our blue planet.

Tiger is the top predator in the food web,

average 3m long and 200kg, has the ability to

co-exist with humans if enough prey and forest

area is available. It is found from dry areas of

Rajasthan to wet mangroves in Sunderbans,

from far East in Russia to mountains, and can

survive in any condition. It can walk 15-20

kms/day, is a focused hunter, has the highest

degree of plasticity, follows paths of river bed.

It teaches us ways of Sustainable living. He

ends by saving a beautiful quote “Live like a

Tiger, But let it live also”.

Fig.5: Prof. P. K. Joshi, SES, JNU

Dr Usha Mina, Associate Professor JNU &
Co-coordinator JNU ENVIS- Congratulations

WWF India & WWI for successful Tiger

census.

Fig.6: Dr Usha Mina, Associate Professor JNU &
Co-coordinator JNU ENVIS

She said the Tiger census shows how India

has balanced conservation and economic

growth. India is taking the path of Sustainable

development. India has 6 Tiger reserves. Tiger

is an umbrella species so protecting it also

protects numerous other species.
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Tiger reserves not only protect Tigers but also

helps in mitigating climate change, floods and

other natural disasters. It ensures ecosystem

services are provided.

Concluding remarks were given by Prof.
Umesh Kulshrestha, Dean & ENVIS
Coordinator, SES, JNU. E-Release of

Awareness Poster prepared by JNU ENVIS

RP on ‘Subspecies of Tiger’ by guests Dr.
G. Areendran & Dr. K. Ramesh .

Vote of Thanks was extended by Ms. Swati
Singh, Programme Officer, JNU ENVIS RP.
Session came to an end with distribution of

e-certificate to all the participants. Very

positive feedback was received from the

participants.

Fig.7: E-Release of Infographic Poster on ‘Subspecies of Tiger’ by guests Dr. G. Areendran & Dr. K. Ramesh
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Feedback:

Webinar video link on official youtube channel:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CdQNbNL492Y

*******
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Panel Discussion Report

New Education Policy
(NEP) 2020

Organised by:

JNU ENVIS Resource Partner on Geodiversity & Impact on Environment

School of Environmental Sciences, Jawaharlal Nehru University

New Delhi - 110 067

August 27, 2020
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New Education Policy (NEP), 2020
The National Education Policy is the first Education

Policy of the 21st Century, introduced by the

Ministry of Human Resource Development,

Government of India. In order to understand this

policy document in greater depth a Panel

discussion was organised by the School of

Environmental Sciences, JNU, New Delhi as part of

Young Holistic (YoHo) program and JNU ENVIS RP

activities on 27th August 2020.

The panel of experts included very eminent

speakers such as- 1). Prof. Vinod Kumar Jain,

Vice-Chancellor, Tezpur University, 2). Prof. Pankaj
Arora, Central Institute of Education, Delhi

University, 3). Prof. Arun Kumar Kulshrestha,

Faculty of Education, Dayalbagh Educational

Institute, Dayalbagh, Agra, 4). Prof. U.C.
Kulshrestha, Dean SES & JNU ENVIS

Coordinator, 5). Dr Meenakshi Dua, Assistant

Professor, SES, JNU, 6). Mr Yogendra Singh,
YoHo Gyan Lead, SES, JNU.

Prof. Umesh Kulshrestha, Dean & ENVIS
Coordinator, SES, JNU - moderated the panel

discussion. It was attended by more than 100

participants, through Google-Meet and Facebook

Live platforms. Participants were from different

parts of the country and included university

students, researchers and faculty members.

Fig.1: Poster and Schedule of the Panel Discussion widely
circulated on the social media platform.

He welcomed all the eminent speakers and the

participants. Delivered a brief introduction about the

theme with a welcome of all the speakers. He

highlighted the importance of the New Education

Policy (NEP), 2020. He then invited the first

speaker, Prof. V K Jain, to deliver his views.

Fig.2: Prof. Umesh Kulshrestha, Dean  & ENVIS
Coordinator, SES, JNU.
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Prof. V K Jain, Vice-Chancellor of Tezpur
University- Prof Jain said that India is an emerging

economy with values, developmental aims, global

competence and local solutions for global

problems. He mentioned that higher education

should have an impetus for the development of the

country for a larger picture of Atma Nirbhar Bharat.

He said that the NEP document aims to increase

GER by 50% by 2030, which is a huge expansion

target. All Universities will have to become

multidisciplinary, however, this will be a capital

intensive step. Education is a concurrent subject

and state governments will have to be on board

with the Central government.

Fig.3: Prof. V K Jain, Vice-Chancellor, Tezpur University

He also highlighted academic restructuring in the

NEP document. It talks about multiple exits with a

1-year certificate, 2-year diploma and 3-year

degree. This needs to include a special skills factor

in the new syllabus. There will not be any distinction

between the deemed and open university and their

degrees will be at par. The National Research

Foundation will be set up for funding for impact

making research. Digital infrastructure will need to

be strengthened in all the Universities, for this

MHRD will have a dedicated cell. E-content will be

developed in eight languages and will be put on

e-platform available to students. He mentioned that

the NEP includes a holistic approach of

development.

Prof. Pankaj Arora, Central Institute of
Education, Delhi University - He mentioned

autonomy, freedom and flexibility to faculty and

students. This NEP will check on the institution and

its credibility.There will be a Hallmarks change in

University teaching where minimum qualification for

university teaching will be Doctoral degree and 8

credit course work on pedagogy will be introduced.

He highlighted the point of multiple entry and exit,

the concept of Digi locker for each passing course

and credits, each student will be rewarded with

certificate or diploma for their time and effort.

Four-year graduation degree will help Indian

Universities to become at par with the International

Universities. He said multidisciplinary University will

break the hierarchy within the disciplines. Equality

and inclusive opportunity to all through open

learning provisions. B.Ed course to be an integrated

four-year course.

Fig.4: Prof. Pankaj Arora, Central Institute of Education,
Delhi University

Prof. Arun Kumar Kulshrestha- He talked about

the key features of NEP, 2020 such as respect for

diversity and local context, equity and inclusion,

community participation, use of technology in

teaching and learning, critical thinking and

creativity, continuous and regular assessment.
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Fig.5: Prof. Arun Kumar Kulshrestha, Dayalbagh
Educational Institute, Dayalbagh, Agra, UP.

He also compared salient features of both NEP,

2020 v/s NEP, 1986. Then he discussed teacher

education; 4 years integrated B.Ed, 2 year B.Ed

and 1 year B.Ed programme. He discussed in detail

about teacher education and provisions like career

growth, NPST by 2022, better service environment,

academic leadership position for teachers, teachers

professional development (Merit-based and CPD).

He also highlighted the importance of technology

and science in education.

Fig.6: Prof. Arun Kumar Kulshrestha, Dayalbagh
Educational Institute, Dayalbagh, Agra, giving Presentation

Dr. Meenakshi Dua, Assistant Professor, SES,
JNU – She said that the policy recommends

transformational changes. NEP 2020 emphasizes

on the criticality of the early years to ensure quality

early childhood care and education (ECCE) for all

children between the age of three and six years by

2025. Children in the age group of 3-5 will be

catered to by the existing system of anganwadis

and preschools, and 5-6 year children will be

included in the schooling system in a seamless

integrated manner, with a play based curriculum to

be prepared by the National Council of Educational

Research and Training. Children will be taught in

Indian National language (mother tongue). The

policy seeks to restructure school curricula and

pedagogy in a new '5+3+3+4' design, so that

school education can be made relevant to the

needs and interests of learners at different

developmental stages – a 'Preparatory Stage'

(three years), a 'Foundational Stage' (five years), a

'Middle Stage' (three years) and the 'High Stage'

(four years, covering grades nine, 10, 11 and 12).

The NEP gives broad-based multidisciplinary

holistic education at the undergraduate level for

integrated and rigorous exposure to science, arts,

humanities, mathematics, and professional fields,

with imaginative and flexible curricular structures.

The undergraduate degree will be of either three or

four years, with multiple exit options. The four-year

multidisciplinary Bachelor’s programme will be the

preferred option as it allows the opportunity to

experience the full range of holistic and

multidisciplinary education and also envisages

focus on major and minors according to the choice

of the student.
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The important takeaway from NEP, 2020.

1. Early Childhood Care Education (ECCE) - 3 to 8

years. It will be customized and effective in a

play-based approach, physical and social

development.

2. Deeksha National Repository of Resource

Material.

3. To do away with Rote learning and promote

critical thinking and a deeper learning process.

4. Flexibility in subject choice.

5. Integration of vocational subject and regular

subject.

6. Reduction of content in books, reducing the

weight of Bag, and Bagless days.

7. Assessment system to be continuous and

regular. 'Parakh'- uniform standard for

assessment.

Fig.7: Dr. Meenakshi Dua, Assistant Professor, SES JNU

Vote of Thanks was extended by Mr. Yogendra,
YoHo Gyan Lead & PhD Student, SES, JNU- He

thanked all the speakers, participants, students and

the faculty for making the event successful.

Fig.8: Mr. Yogendra YoHo Gyan Lead SES, JNU

Fig.9: Panelists & Participants of the Panel Discussion

The session came to an end with the distribution of

e-certificate to all the participants. Very positive

feedback was received from the participants.

Recommendations of the panel:

1. Implementation of this policy should include

both Top-Down and Bottom-Up  approaches.

2. The tools of Holistic development need to be

innovated in the era of technology.

3. Community service should be an integral part

of the education system.

4. Pressure and stress of examination should be

reduced and coaching culture should be done

away with.

5. Pride in National ethics and values oriented

execution is necessary.
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FEEDBACK:

For detail National Education Policy, 2020
Document:
https://www.mhrd.gov.in/sites/upload_files/mhrd/fil
es/NEP_Final_English_0.pdf

Webinar Live Session on the official FB page:
https://www.facebook.com/14972645205686
22/videos/3617434101622673

Webinar on the official YouTube page:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4E23FB0807Q

********
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International Day of
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New Delhi - 110 067

September 07, 2020
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International Day of

Clean Air for Blue Sky
The United Nations at the 74th Session of the

General assembly decided to celebrate the

observance 7th September as the International Day

of Clean Air for Blue Sky every year. Hence, in order

to commemorate the very first ‘International Day of

Clean Air for Blue Sky’, a panel discussion was

organized by the School of Environmental Sciences,

JNU-ENVIS Resource Partner and the Young

Holistic (YoHo) group, SES, Jawaharlal Nehru

University,  New Delhi on 7th September 2020.

Fig.1: Poster and Schedule of the Webinar widely circulated
on the social media platform.

The panel included very eminent national and

International researchers such as Prof. A
Jayaraman, Ex-Director NARL, ISRO, Dr. J S
Sharma, Ex-Head Environment, ONGC Member

EAC II, MoEFCC, Prof. Krishan Kumar, SES,

JNU, Dr. Saumya Singh, The University of Texas,

Austin, USA, Prof. U.C. Kulshrestha, Dean SES

& JNU ENVIS Coordinator and Dr. Usha Mina,
Associate Professor JNU & Co-coordinator JNU

ENVIS. The Young Holistic leader YoHo Ms.
Ankita Katoch represented the student group

while Ms. Swati Singh, Programme Officer

ENVIS, SES executed the management of the

programme.
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Prof. Umesh Kulshrestha, Dean & ENVIS
Coordinator, SES, JNU - moderated the panel

discussion. It was attended by more than 100

participants, through Google-Meet and

Facebook Live platforms. The participants

included university students, researchers, faculty

members and common citizens from different

parts of the country.

He welcomed all the speakers and the

participants. He mentioned the importance of

this day and appreciated the UN consideration

for this dedicated day for clean air. He provided

a brief introduction of all the eminent panelists

and a brief description of activities of YoHo

programme and JNU-ENVIS. He then invited the

first speaker Prof. A Jayaraman to deliver his

talk.

Fig.2: Prof. Umesh Kulshrestha, Dean  & ENVIS
Coordinator, SES, JNU

Prof. A Jayaraman, Ex, Director NARL, ISRO
– He mentioned that the human activities have

come to a standstill due to the CoronaVirus

pandemic which have impacted the atmospheric

composition. He showed a time series map of

Aerosol Optical Depth from 2016 to 2020 and

pointed out how 2020 showed an anomaly. He

said Aerosol can have an organic origin, dust or

sea salt. Aerosol has a direct effect on human

health, and aerosol characteristics of importance

to human health are a). Concentration (μg/m3)

b). Size (μm) and c). Chemical composition.

Measurements of aerosols require a number of

monitoring stations. Aerosols also play an

important role in Climate Studies. Aerosol

Optical Depth, Single Scattering Albedo,

Angstrom Coefficient, Chemical Composition

and size distribution are important aspects for

climate change.

He also talked about aerosol radiative forcing

highlighting that a huge portion of the radiation is

missing, which is actually trapped in the

atmosphere. Main pollutant responsible for this

is black carbon from agri-residue waste and

fossil fuel burning. He further quoted the IPCC

special report “…. We are already seeing the

consequences of 1 deg C of global warming,

more extreme weather, rising sea levels and

diminishing Arctic sea ice, among other

changes……………”. “……..with about 0.2 deg

C warming per decade Global warming may

reach 1.5 deg C sooner than expected....”. Also

talked about Climate Change and Indian

Monsoon…” difficult to predict how rainfall might

change within India” and “Variability of rainfall on

shorter time scales” Andy Turner, Royal

Meteorological Society. He concluded his talk
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with a discussion on steps taken by Govt. of

India like the National Action Plan on Climate

Change and other national missions.

Fig.3: Presentation by Prof. A Jayaraman, Ex, Director
NARL, ISRO

Dr. J S Sharma, Ex-Head Environment, ONGC
Member EAC II, MoEFCC– He briefed about

74th session of the General Assembly Resolution

in 2019 which decided to celebrate 7th

September as the International Day of Clean Air

for Blue Skies. The observance of this day is

facilitated by the UN Environment Programme

(UNEP). The importance of the day stresses the

importance of and urgent need to raise public

awareness at all levels and to promote and

facilitate actions to improve air quality. It helps to

bring diverse international actors to one

platform. Around 7 million premature deaths in

the world occur due to air pollution. He also

talked about major air pollutants like O3 at

ground level. He mentioned a category of

polluted area demarcation like critically polluted,

severely polluted. During the pandemic, we

realised the blue sky after a long time. NASA

satellite imagery has shown a significant

decrease in pollution. It is quite possible to

achieve Blue Sky back if we focus on less

pollution on an individual level, like cycling, work

from home, using less Fossil fuel to name a few.

The Government of India has also taken up

many steps like the introduction of Bharat Stage

VI vehicles which helped to reduce particulate

matter by 50%. Biofuel policy where 20%

blending of agro-based biofuels where allowed,

also five biofuel plants are expected to be set up

in India. E-vehicles are also promoted as an

environmentally friendly option. In critically

polluted areas, green belts are developed to

improve the quality of air. Environment-friendly

technologies promoted in thermal plants and fly

ash management. He concluded by saying it is

possible to have clean air and blue sky by
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maintaining clean air, focusing on green

recovery. The current crisis has shown the way

to balance the environment and development.

Fig.4: Dr. J S Sharma, Ex-Head Environment, ONGC,
Member EAC II, MoEF&CC

Prof. Krishan Kumar, SES, JNU – He

mentioned that air pollutants have implications

on human health and agriculture in

Indo-Gangetic plains. Due to air pollution, the

mortality rate is very high. The air pollution effect

on crop yield has also been established. He

mentioned the importance of aerosols and

revealed that the aerosols are responsible for

changing the colour of the sky. When aerosol

particles are present due to scattering effect sky

appears whitish or hazy. He discussed his study

in the Indian Sub-continent in different seasons

and showed AIRS retrieved twelve-year (2003 -

2014) CO climatology map. Eastern, Central and

Western IGP. Also shared Monthly Time series

of total columnar Co (molecules/cm2) derived

from AIRS & MOPITT Jan 2003 - Dec 2014.

Monthly Time series (2003 - 2014) of MODIS fire

count. The date of comparison of consumption

of fuel types, coal consumption in the

households of IGP.

Fig.5: Prof. Krishan Kumar, SES, JNU & His Presentation
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Dr. Saumya Singh, The University of Texas,
Austin, USA – She discussed that the improved

air quality continuing now is due to combination

of reduced activity and the monsoon season

with heavy rain spells and winds. Reducing air

pollution in terms of NO2, PM2.5 and possibilities

to keep it nearly this way if not exactly. But the

concern is air quality has not improved uniformly

during the pandemic and also not all pollutants

were reduced during this pandemic like O3.

Holistic and sustainable approach is needed and

participation of all stakeholders such as govt,

academia/scientists, think, civil societies,

citizens is required. Steps required 1) Monitoring

and management -more data needed to

understand and solve the problem.
Fig.7: Dr. Saumya Singh, The University of Texas, Austin, USA & her

Presentation

She also presented her study - 1) Rural areas

are more polluted: village > small City> major

City: Rural air quality was not as clean as we

think, in fact, it was similar or more to a

neighbouring city. 2) Little lockdown benefit in

rural areas: compared to the results from cities

and villages, we did not observe a clear drop in

PM2.5 in villages.

To expand the monitoring network we should

consider a suite of observation methods such as

satellite data, ground-based measurements

using, reference-grade instruments or regulatory

and low-cost sensors that can increase the

spatial and temporal coverage of the air quality

data and ultimately can help to build emission

inventories at the regional level.

Reduction at source level is crucial and many

more detailed source apportionment studies by

having real-time measurements is needed. But
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these pollutants do not have political boundaries

as they can be transported from one region to

another so we need to consider that and we

have to shift our approach from

region/city-centric to air shed centric. An airshed

can include all the neighbouring upwind areas

from where pollution is being transported from.

Looking beyond the PM2.5 and NOx and

consider other pollutants too. Therefore, looking

into air pollution data in tandem with local

emission, meteorology and long-range transport.

Citizen science is real and that can help build

awareness. Benefits of behavioural changes

towards a clean environment.

Dr. Usha Mina, ENVIS Co-coordinator, SES,
JNU – She mentioned that vegetation plays an

important role in the maintenance of air quality.

Vegetation plays an important role as

bioindicators and helps in remediation, through

phytoremediation. Flora provides habitat for

diverse micro-species to thrive and sustain.

Fig.8: Dr. Usha Mina, ENVIS Co-coordinator, SES, JNU

She further reiterated that a lot of discussion

surrounds the issue of crop residue burning, but

we should also focus on the quantum of carbon

dioxide absorbed by vegetation. Approximately

35429 million ton of CO2 is absorbed by trees,

this CO2 sequestration helps in climate change

mitigation. Vegetation also helps to prevent soil

erosion and conserve the top fertile layer of soil.

Vegetation helps to remove major pollutants. It is

well established scientifically that vegetation has

an important role in cleaning the air. The UN has

appreciated the increase in green space net

area in India and China. Millions of trees are

planted which increase carbon storage, soil

erosion is contained and space for recreation is

developed. Air Pollution has a direct effect on

human health and also on our food security.

New and innovative solutions which are plant

based, eco friendly and sustainable are

suggested, eg. Bio- solar luminance these are

solar plants having micro- large which assists in

cleaning polluted air along with energy

generated. Bionic Chandelier- acts as breathing

structure.

She concluded by saying Greening the planet

should be done scientifically by taking advice

from plant ecologists. Increasing green cover

with right plant species i.e., native and low

ozone forming potential will make a sustainable

green cover.

Ms. Ankita Katoch, YoHo Gyan Lead, SES,
JNU – Young holistic programme is an outreach

programme of the school which has around 30

activities. The main objective of the programme

is to involve the student and nurture them for

future leadership in society. Time to time

creative events are organized by the YoHo
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leaders. YoHo Ankita Katoch talked about plant

health and indoor air pollution. She briefly

mentioned the way to protect the environment

through sustainable approaches by the

individual choices on a personal level. She also

mentioned YoHo activities and their importance

in all-round development of the students.

Fig.9: Ms. Ankita Katoch, YoHo Gyan Lead, SES, JNU

Vote of Thanks was extended by Ms. Swati
Singh, Programme Officer, JNU ENVIS - She

thanked all the speakers, participants, students

and the faculty for making the event successful.

Fig.9: Ms. Swati Singh, Programme Officer, JNU ENVIS RP

The session came to an end with the distribution

of e-certificate to all the participants. Very positive

feedback was received from the participants.

Fig.9: Panelists & Participants of the Panel Discussion

Recommendations:
1. Older monitoring stations need revamping and

relocation.

2. Monitoring of VOCs on short term duration is

required.

3. Collaborative research required in the field of

monsoon studies, rain pattern and rain chemistry.

4. The balance between environment and

development needs to be established.

5. Clean cooking fuels should be promoted to

reduce air pollutants.

6. Level of allowance of Industries in the critically

polluted area should be assessed.

7. Need to redefine the NAAQS standards as well

need to include new pollutants parameters such

as HCl and Cl2.

8. There is a need for speciation of particulate

matter and accordingly need of inclusion in the

NAAQS list.

9. The plantation drive should include native

perennial evergreen or deciduous plants having

low ozone forming potential.

10. Air quality monitoring stations installed by

industries for monitoring air quality in their

surroundings should be included in the air quality

monitoring network  to cover the entire India.

11. Real time Air quality data should be made

available to stakeholders
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Feedback:

Webinar Live Session on the official FB page:
https://www.facebook.com/1497264520568622/videos/315177316566489

Webinar on the official YouTube page:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5MJ8mKhh6fg

********
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World Ozone Day
OZONE for LIFE: 35 years of Ozone Layer Protection

The School of Environmental Sciences

celebrated World Ozone Day, 16th September,

2020. On the occasion, a webinar was

organized on the theme ‘Ozone for Life’ in

collaboration with the JNU-ENVIS Resource

Partner and the Young Holistic (YoHo) group,

SES, Jawaharlal Nehru University,  New Delhi.

The panel included very eminent national and

International researchers such as Dr. K J
Ramesh, Ex-DG IMD, India, Prof. Madhoolika
Agarwal, BHU, Varanasi, India, Prof. Lisa
Emberson, University of York, U.K., Prof.
Vinayak Sinha, IISER, Mohali, India, Prof. U.C.
Kulshrestha, Dean SES & JNU ENVIS

Coordinator, Ms. Richa Sharma, YoHo lead

SES, JNU, The Young Holistic leader YoHo Ms.

Ankita Katoch represented the student group,

Ms. Richa Sharma, YoHo lead SES, JNU, Ms.
Swati Singh, Programme Officer ENVIS, SES

executed the management of the programme.

Prof. Umesh Kulshrestha, Dean & ENVIS
Coordinator, SES, JNU - moderated the panel

discussion. It was attended by more than 405

participants, through Google-Meet and

Facebook Live platforms. The participants

included university students, researchers, faculty

members and common citizens from different

parts of the country.

Fig.1: Poster and Schedule of the Webinar widely circulated
on the social media platform.

He welcomed all the speakers and the

participants. He talked about the importance of

Ozone Day and how efforts of scientists and

policy makers made Montreal protocol

successful. Ozone layer destruction has stopped

and now healing is taking place, it will take a
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couple of decades for ozone holes to completely

heal. Ozone is a very important subject and

every Government has a dedicated cell for

ozone research.

Fig.2: Prof. Umesh Kulshrestha, Dean  & ENVIS
Coordinator, SES, JNU

His presentation demonstrated the reason for

increasing ambient ozone concentration in Delhi.

He showed that the ozone levels were recorded

higher in summers of 2019 as well at the

industrial sites when the EPCA implemented the

total ban on plastic burning and shut down of

illegal tire oil units in Delhi. This led to decrease

in release of chlorine and hydrochloric acid

which in turn helped in decreased quenching of

ozone. Finally, the ozone levels were noticed in

the range of cleaner sites/rural sites. He showed

the pictures revealing the higher visibility and

less haze in 2019 in Delhi due to EPCA efforts.

He mentioned that the COVID-19 lockdown

scenario is a bigger model of the EPCA actions

when all types emissions are almost stopped

round the globe.

The COVID-19 lock further reduced the nitric

oxide emissions which further helped in lesser

destruction and higher building up of ozone.

Hence, he suggested that Chlorine and

Hydrochloric Acid should be added as criteria

pollutants.He also emphasized to review the

particulates standards for North India vs south

India as per the New Normal values of dusty

matter during the coronavirus shutdown period.

Further, he added the need of standard for

speciated particulates.

Dr. K J Ramesh, Ex- DG IMD, India – He talked

about the Monteral Protocol, its success, how

International actions and global handholding is

important. Also, he highlighted the importance of

technology & knowledge transfer. Steps to

mitigate environmental risk disaster and risk

reduction.
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Fig.3: Presentation by Dr. K J Ramesh, Ex- DG, IMD, India

He said that increasingly business goals are

aligned with societal goals. He said there has

been an increased awareness of climate risk,

the risks related to loss to the Nature are still

from being included. CO2 concentrations have

gone to an unprecedented level, however due to

lockdown there has been precipitous drop in

Greenhouse gases due to shutting down of

industries. Though the emissions have reduced

but the concentrations of GHGs have not

decreased. Ozone - depleting substances (ODS)

help ultraviolet (UV) rays to reach earth causing

skin cancers, eye cataracts, compromised

immune systems and harm to forests &

agriculture lands. The Ozone layer has

recovered 1% - 3% per decade since 2000. It is

projected that by 2030 the Northern

Hemisphere, 2050s the Southern Hemisphere

and by 2060s the Polar Regions would be

healed. Ozone layer protection efforts have also

helped to avert 135 billion tonnes of CO2

equivalent emission between 1990 – 2010. He

also mentioned the importance of implementing

the Kigali Amendment to the Montreal Protocol,

which focuses on phasing down

hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs). The Kigali

Amendment will help protect the ozone layer

and avoid global temperature rise. He said the

consumption pattern of food, other resources

have to be changed, pruned down and back to

baseline level so that climate actions will be

successful.

United in Science

● 2016 – 2020 is set to be the warmest 5 year

period on record.

● Lockdown related fall in emissions will not

reduce CO2 concentrations,

● Global fossil CO2 emission rose 62%, 1990 –

2019.

● Consumption patterns must change to

support climate action.

● Climate change impacts cascade from

Mountain Peaks to Ocean depths.

● Glacier and snow melt threatens water

supplies for billions.

● Droughts and floods produce the most

impact.

● Sea level rise is accelerating due to polar ice

melt.

Global emission of CO2 and CH4 are not

compatible with emission pathways with limiting

global warming at 1.5° C or well below 2°C

above pre – industrial levels. The emission gap
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in 2030 is estimated at 12-15 Gigatonnes (Gt)

CO2. He mentioned the needs of CAMS and

data sets availability for air pollutants.

Prof. Madhoolika Agarwal, BHU, Varanasi,
India – She mentioned that due to the Montreal

Protocol, healing has started. CFCs have not

gone out completely. In Montreal Protocol

holistic approach is followed. Since 2015, ozone

layer depletion is slowing down, because of

successful implementation of the Montreal

Protocol. 99% ODS have been banned and new

chemicals were introduced so that healing

continues. The Kigali Amendment talks about

banning HFC’s as these have very high radiative

forcing. Due to the ozone layer hole more UV-B

reaches the Earth’s surface affecting medicinal

plants, human health like cataract, decreased

immunity & skin cancer.

She talked about the ozone in the troposphere.

Many crops are sensitive to ozone like Wheat,

Rice, Maize and Vegetables. Among these,

Wheat is very sensitive to elevated levels of

ozone. Ozone is an oxidant and when enters the

plant body releases free radicals and affects the

plants metabolism. Rice is intermediately

sensitive and Maize is not very sensitive to

ozone concentrations.

Ozone in the troposphere is also affecting

grassland and tree species. Robust species will

survive and become dominant, this will have an

effect on soil characteristics, microbial species

etc. Both food security and ecosystem health

would be affected by increased ozone

concentration in the troposphere. Ozone has

been included as criteria pollutant only in 2009.

Precursors of ozone gas have been reduced in

the US & UK but still are high in India and entire

Asia. She suggested providing education to the

farmers for alternate crop varieties which are

more tolerant against higher ozone levels.

Fig.4: Prof. Madhoolika agarwal, BHU, Varanasi

Prof. Lisa Emberson, University of York, U.K.
– presented the visual slides on the topic

‘Assessing the risks from agricultural stresses to

food security in South Asia’. She has done a lot

of work on agriculture, stratospheric ozone, food

security in the Indian context. She explained

about the wheat production loss in India due to

the ozone pollution. From 2010 to 2012 the

estimated loss of economic crop was US$ 0.5 to

5 billion caused by 12Tg (12% mean yield loss)

total wheat production loss. It clearly shows the

potentially serious concern and problem about

the Indian agricultural system. China & India will

have maximum production loss. Wheat crop is

the most sensitive to the O3 uptake and damage

to the crop is enhanced by the indian climate

condition and management. Less ozone
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pollution and cleaner air may increase the crop

productivity, food access, farm yield supply,

household goods & services and thus can

reduce the price of food.

Fig.5: Prof. Lisa Emberson, University of York, U.K. &
Her Presentation

Prof. Vinayak sinha, IISER, Mohali, India – He

highlighted the impact of agricultural wheat fire

emissions on Ozone and the atmospheric

chemistry behind this in the suburban sites of

north-western Indo-Gangetic Plains (IGP). Polar

Stratospheric Clouds (PSC) formation over the

poles leads to buildup of Cl in colder

temperature, that’s why Cl radicals are very high

in Polar vortex (antarctic). In case of surface

ozone in IGP, ~50Tg/yr large scale crop residue

burning time wheat (April-May) and paddy

(October-November) occurs about 4 weeks to 8

weeks respectively.

Fig.7: Prof. Vinayak sinha, IISER, Mohali, India & his
Presentation

Ms. Ankita Katoch, YoHo lead, SES, JNU –
Ankita Katoch announced the result of online

painting and quiz contest winners and she

appreciated all the creative painting entries of

participants in different age categories. She
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thanked jury members Dr. Usha Mina, Dr.

Sandesha Rayapa and Ms.Richa Sharma.

Fig.9: Ms. Ankita Katoch, YoHo Gyan Lead, SES, JNU
announced results online.

Ms. Richa Sharma, YoHo lead, SES, JNU –

explained about the YoHo activities and

contribution to executing the programme of

ozone day. She presented the slides on healing

ozone during and before COVID-19 lockdown.

She also mentioned that continuous depletion of

the ozone layer can lead us to mass extinction

and it is time to achieve the sustainable goals

and preserve the ozone layer.

Fig.9: Ms. Richa Sharma, YoHo Gyan Lead, SES, JNU

Vote of Thanks was extended by Ms. Swati
Singh, Programme Officer, JNU ENVIS - She

thanked all the speakers, participants, students

and the faculty for making the event successful.

Fig.9: Ms. Swati Singh, Programme Officer, JNU ENVIS
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Fig.9: Panelists & Participants of the Panel Discussion

The session came to an end with the distribution

of e-certificate to all the participants. Very

positive feedback was received from the

participants.

Recommendations:

1. Chloride and HCl should also be added as

criteria pollutants.

2. Need to redefine the particulates standards

as per New Normals.

3. Ecosystem services should be pruned down

to baseline level for sustainable usage.

4. Enforcement needs to be done for the

precursor of ozone gas.

5. More stations of ozone monitoring in rural

areas and capacity building of farmers.

6. Standards of ozone concentrations should

be made for plantations and vegetations.

7. Tropospheric ozone should be taken up

seriously as it can affect our food security,

health and ecosystem.

8. Since, the dimming can affect the solar

radiation at ground level, regular monitoring

of carbon soot is needed.

Feedback:
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Webinar Live Session on the FB page ENVIS Centre on Geodiversity and Impact on Environment :
https://www.facebook.com/jnuenvis/videos/360649961772456/

Webinar on the official YouTube page:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FRdV0DTlQV0

********
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Webinar Report

Wildlife Week 2020

Organised by:

JNU ENVIS Resource Partner on Geodiversity & Impact on Environment

School of Environmental Sciences, Jawaharlal Nehru University

New Delhi - 110 067

October 7, 2020
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Wildlife Week 2020

The School of Environmental Sciences

celebrated the Wildlife Week, October 07, 2020.

On this occasion a webinar was organized by

JNU ENVIS RP in collaboration with the Young

Holistic (YoHo) group, SES, Jawaharlal Nehru

University, New Delhi.

The panel was selected carefully which included

senior Policy makers and eminent wildlife

researchers such as Mr. Siamkhanmuan Guite,

India Forest Service (IFS), Dr. Gautam
Talukdar, Head Protected Area Network,

Wildlife Institute of India, Dehradun, Dr. Surya
Prakash, Wildlife Researcher, SLS, JNU, Prof.
U.C. Kulshrestha, Dean SES & JNU ENVIS

Coordinator and Dr. Usha Mina, Associate

Professor JNU & Co-coordinator JNU ENVIS.

The Young Holistic leader Mr. Manjul Panwar
represented the student YoHo group, while Ms.
Swati Singh, Programme Officer, ENVIS, SES

executed the programme.

Professor Umesh Kulshrestha, moderated the

panel discussion. It was attended by more than

100 participants, through Google-Meet and

Facebook Live platforms. The participants

included university students, researchers, faculty

members and common citizens from different

parts of the country. He welcomed all the

speakers and the participants. Prof. Kulshrestha

mentioned the importance of wildlife in human

life and for the whole ecosystem. He reminded

us that most of our moral stories have wildlife

characters not to forget the livelihood values of

animals.

He provided a brief introduction of all the

eminent panelists and a brief description of

activities of YoHo programme and JNU-ENVIS.

He then invited the first speaker Mr.

Siamkhanmuan Guite to deliver his talk.

Fig.1: Poster and Schedule of the Webinar widely circulated
on the social media platform.

Fig.2: Prof. Umesh Kulshrestha, Dean  &
ENVIS Coordinator, SES, JNU
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Mr. Siamkhanmuan Guite, Indian Forest
Service (IFS) – He mentioned Article 48 A of the

Indian Constitution which calls upon the citizens

of the country to “ Protect and improve the

environment and safeguard of forests and

wildlife. The State shall endeavour to protect

and improve the environment and to safeguard

the forests and wildlife of the country ”. He

highlighted the importance of word ‘Compassion’

in the field of Wildlife. Without compassion one

will not be patient enough to work with wildlife.

Also talked about New Policy intervention by the

Government in the form of ‘ Peace Surveillance ’

which was introduced in Kaziranga National

Park and few other parks. He mentioned there

are ample of policies specially related to wildlife

protected areas.

He once again impressed upon the Duties of

Indian Citizens to have compassion towards

wildlife. He said that the Government and

Research Scholars should pass the message of

compassion towards wildlife to the citizens at the

lowest level in the remotest areas. Researchers

should devise mechanisms and methods how to

pass on knowledge and capacity building of

citizens in remote areas.

His mantra for wildlife researchers is :

Have Compassion → leads to patience → which

leads to passion

Fig.3: Mr. Siamkhanmuan Guite, Indian Forest Service (IFS)

Dr. Gautam Talukdar, Head, Protected Area
Network, WII– He said India has many feathers

in it's cap. Mentioning that we have the largest

number of Tiger, Asiatic Elephants and the Great

Indian Bustard. India is signatory to important

International Treaties on Biodiversity and

Wildlife, like the Convention on Biological

Diversity (CBD), the Convention on Migratory

Species (CMS), the Convention on International

Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and

Flora (CITES).

At the National level we have Biodiversity Act,

2002 which talks about conservation, wise

usage of forest resources and rights of the local

people. He further said India has 2.4% of global

geographical area and 17% of the world

population, next only to China, but we have

tremendous biodiversity irrespective of

tremendous population pressure.

He said value system of younger generation

towards nature is losing, which should be built

back. Infrastructure development is key focus

and importance for human well - being. Due to

these developmental activities land pressure is

felt which causes loss of wildlife . He also talked

about salient features of India’s National Wildlife

Action Plan and said it is a substantial policy

document. He encouraged researchers to

contribute towards wildlife policy and planning.

Fig.4: Dr.Gautam Talukdar, Head Protected Area Network, WII
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Dr. Surya Prakash, Wildlife Researcher SLS,
JNU – He started his discourse by quoting

‘प्रकृितः र�ित रि�तः’. Anthropogenic pressure

causes loss of forest cover due to which animals

are exposed to poachers and are killed. He

raised the issue of grassland restoration to save

the entire habitat, e.g. we are losing the Great

Indian Bustard due to habitat loss.

Focus should also be laid on Human - animal

conflicts in the urban areas, he mentioned how

Delhi - NCR is losing its biodiversity every year.

Stray dogs, pigs, monkeys, cattles, create havoc

in urban areas. In 2018 many lions died in the

Gir forest range, later it was analysed that they

were affected by Rabies which got spread

through stray dogs. Similarly in the Asola

Wildlife Sanctuary Nilgai got disease

disseminated through stray cattles. Also

mentioned about the Sand Mafia in the Yamuna

River bed and how it is affecting the wetland

grassland ecosystem. He mentioned various

proactive steps taken by JNU in wildlife

conservation and protection in the campus.

He mantra ”Rather Saving Egosystem, We

Should Save Ecosystem”.

Fig.5: Dr. Surya Prakash Wildlife Researcher SLS, JNU

Dr. Usha Mina, ENVIS Co-coordinator, SES,
JNU - Since 1952, the whole week from 2nd -

8th October is celebrated as the Wildlife Week.

The celebration provides us an opportunity to

reaffirm our commitment towards conservation

of wildlife and co - existance of all. This

reaffirmation is very important in the backdrop of

2019, United Nations Report which reported that

the extinction rate is about 1 million species of

plants and animals within a decade. Major cause

for this extinction is anthropogenic, though

International & National conventions and

mechanisms are present and the Government is

taking steps to implement them, but still there

are gaps. Regional and national languages

should be used as medium for awareness

creation, indigeneous knowledge should also be

taken into account.

Online Eco - tourism, wildlife tourism should also

be promoted. Human development has taken

place by observing animal behaviour since

historical times, like hunting, fashion industry,

architecture and in engineering as bio - mimicry,

eg) Mosquito’s suck and bite ability to design

less painful needles. Elephant trunk design for

robotic arms, firefly inspires to make LED more

efficient, underwater mollusc to design strongest

adhesives available, woodpecker skull’s shock

absorber helps to design airplane black box. It is

important to generate awareness that

coexistence of wildlife and humans is very

essential for development and welfare of all.

Fig.8: Dr. Usha Mina, JNU-ENVIS Co-coordinator, SES
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Mr. Manjul Panwar, YoHo Gyan Lead, SES,
JNU – He talked about YoHo Activities initiated

in SES, JNU and how it benefits students. With

respect to Wildlife he said that as a country we

have done a lot, but now we should focus on

individual efforts. Also said that the Government

should not only focus on flagship and

charismatic wildlife species but also work on

protection of small animals, fishes, insects etc.

At individual level he asked to raise small

gardens, to plant fruit bearing species and other

innovative ideas and plans to be developed.

Water pots for animals and birds should be

placed and give an example of JNU, how these

water pots helped to save wildlife of JNU

specially Nilgai during summer times. He

highlighted the problem of decreasing sparrow

population and measures that could be taken

up. He further talked about how individual

choices can affect the environment, like every

paper counts, avoiding wood furnitures,

sustainable fashion, recycling etc. He also

shared his case studies in protected areas and

how we can learn from local people about

conservation efforts.

Fig.9: Mr. Manjul Panwar, YoHo Gyan Lead, SES, JNU

Vote of Thanks was extended by Ms. Swati
Singh, Programme Officer, JNU ENVIS - Swati

Singh announced the result of online

photography and poster contest winners . She

thanked all the speakers, participants, students

and the faculty for making the event successful.

Fig.9: Ms. Swati Singh, Programme Officer, JNU ENVIS
announced result online

Fig.9: Panelists & Participants of the Panel Discussion

The session came to an end with the distribution

of e-certificate to all the participants. Very

positive feedback was received from the

participants.

Recommendations:

1. Innovative methods should be devised for

awareness about wildlife and capacity

building of local people in the remotest

areas of the country.

2. Young researchers should actively be part of

Wildlife Policy and Planning.
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3. Along with Ecosystem restoration now focus

should be laid on Grassland Restoration,

which will ensure protection of the entire

habitat.

4. Focus should be laid on the Human - animal

conflict in urban areas.

5. Conservation efforts should move beyond

flagship and charismatic species and holistic

approach should be adopted.

6. National and Regional languages should be

used for wildlife awareness generation at

grassroot levels.

Feedback:

Webinar Live Session on the FB page: https://www.facebook.com/jnuenvis/
:https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=645609632983113

Webinar Live Session on Youtube Channel:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dAY6EmQytSo&t=440s

********
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National Pollution Prevention Day

The School of Environmental Sciences

celebrated National Pollution Prevention Day on

December 02, 2020. On this occasion, a

webinar was organized by JNU ENVIS

Resource Partner in collaboration with the

Young Holistic (YoHo) group, School of

Environmental Sciences, Jawaharlal Nehru

University, New Delhi.

The panel included very eminent national and

International researchers such as Prof. D.K.
Aswal (Director, CSIR- National Physical

Laboratory), Prof. C.K. Varshney (Emeritus

Professor, SES, JNU), Dr. Disha Sharma
(Post-Doctoral Research Associate, Princeton

University, USA) and Prof. U.C. Kulshrestha
(Dean SES & JNU ENVIS Coordinator). The

Young Holistic leader Ms. Shivangi Tripathi
represented the student YoHo group, while Ms.
Swati Singh, Programme Officer, ENVIS, SES

executed the programme.

Prof. U.C. Kulshrestha, Dean SES & JNU
ENVIS Coordinator - moderated the panel

discussion. It was attended by more than 140

participants, through Google-Meet and

Facebook Live platforms. The participants

included university students, researchers, faculty

members and the general public from different

parts of the country.

Fig.1: Poster and Schedule of the Webinar widely circulated
on the social media platform.

He welcomed all the speakers & participants. He

talked about the importance of this day. He said

initially society was not concerned about use of

new products and its associated pollution. But

now we have to work out how to remove this.

Historically, people used to take “Preventive
Measures''. Traditional lifestyle was oriented

towards preventions before

mishappenings/accidents. We have manuals for

‘Pollution Prevention and Control’, but in

practice, prevention is less seen on ground.

Also, there are vested interests which hinder the

prevention aspect due to associated profit

motives. He then invited the first speaker Prof.

D.K. Aswal  to deliver his talk.
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Fig.2: Prof. Umesh Kulshrestha, Dean  & ENVIS
Coordinator, SES, JNU

Prof. D K Aswal, Director, CSIR - National
Physical Laboratory, New Delhi – He started

his talk by remembering the horrific Bhopal Gas

Leak Tragedy when 5 lakh people died due to

leak of MIC.

Dr Aswal mentioned the major causes of such

accidents such as 1). Negligence 2). Quality

assurance 3). Operation of plants beyond

capacity. He mentioned that we have pollution

everywhere affecting our soil, air and water. He

also talked about noise pollution. As we become

tech savvy, we are harming others as nothing

comes free of cost. Therefore, there should be a

balance between technological growth and its

impact on the environment. Effects on the

environment are not only short term but are

accumulated over a long time.

Dr Aswal cited an example of plastic, how

plastic was celebrated as a wonder product, but

today the world faces the problem of plastic

disposal and microplastic. He also mentioned

the example of microwaves used in

telecommunication which is the source of

enhanced radiation doses and heat in our body.

Dr Aswal suggested that we need to maintain

Quality Assurance at the time of production as

well as at the time of measuring environmental

effects.

Dr Aswal mentioned issues related to monitoring

of pollution, which standards to follow for the

measurements? According to him all the

measurements have to be calibrated with S.I.

units, with zero uncertainty.

The seven S.I. units of measurements; meter

(m), second (s), mole (m), ampere (A), Kelvin

(K), candela (cd), kilogram (kg) should be

available with the National Metrological Institute

(NMI) in our case the National Physical

Laboratory, New Delhi. In India the concept of

calibration through the NMI is not developed and

thus how much uncertainty an equipment has,

is not confirmed. In his discussions with

MoEF&CC and CPCB, it was decided to make

the National Primary Standard for Environment

& Pollution Parameters. He summarised with

emphasizing upon minimization of waste and the

uniform measurement from prototype level to

industrial application to prevent pollution.

Fig.3: Prof. D K Aswal, Director, CSIR- National Physical
Laboratory, New Delhi.

Prof. C. K. Varshney, Emeritus Professor,
JNU - He initiated his talk by referring to the

world’s biggest Industrial disaster, the Bhopal

Gas Leak Tragedy this date in 1984. During the

accident, the tanks were collapsed and MIC gas

leaked leading to huge numbers of deaths and

deformities for which generations after

generations are suffering.

Prof Varshney mentioned some other major

industrial accidents which took place in our

country: Sri Ram Gas Leak 1984 in Delhi,

Oleum gas dropped and sulphur dioxide

pollution. Bhilai gas leak, after two years again

in Bhilai, then gas leak in Delhi, Vizay accident

Guwahati oil well accident. We should not forget

these accidents. According to him pollution is a
resource at the wrong place. If we increase

efficiency of resources used and change the

process, then we can cut down the pollution.
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Prof Varshney mentioned that the sectoral

approach is responsible for more pollution. He

cited an example of DDT, and said that instead

of a sectoral approach we should follow a

holistic approach. For example Internal

combustion engine when discovered was very

important and a great achievement, but due to

its pollution & climate change now everyone

wants it to go to the grave.

EPA was brought due to Bhopal Gas Tragedy

and decided such accidents should not repeat

but reality is many such accidents have taken

place even after enactment of EPA and hence,

the introduction of legislation is important at the

same time it's implementation is equally

important.

Prof Varshney cited an example of Delhi and

pollution challenge. 33% of farm produce is

wasted which is never reached to the food table.

Agriculture is the main culprit to greenhouse

gas. We should use as much as one needs,

econominize resource use and waste

minimization.

Fig.4: Prof. C K Varshney, Emeritus Professor, SES, JNU

Prof Varshney talked about renewable energies

like solar energy, biofuels to cut down fossil fuel

use. Sugar industry should be promoted to

produce biofuels. He suggested spreading the

message of Pollution Prevention and control. He

urged that all the stakeholders should come out

and have firm resolution for pollution prevention

and control. He asked the students to go out and

spread such a message to the society.

Dr. Disha Sharma, Postdoctoral Research
Associate, Princeton University, USA – She

talked about Air Pollution in Delhi and India.

India is dealing with a severe Air Pollution

Problem. Exposure to air pollution in India

contributed nearly 1.6 million deaths in 2019.

PM2.5 associated mortality in India increased at

an annual rate of 2.3% between 1988 - 2015.

Ambient O3 adversely affects crop yield and

seed quality for all major crops in India. The

changes in aerosol loading over the indian

subcontinent have direct bearing on monsoon.

Dr Disha also talked about Covid -19 lockdown

and reduction in aerosol loading and other

polluting gases. She mentioned that the first

time we realised what the clean air meaning is.

The lockdown recorded a reduction of nearly 40

- 60 percent in PM2.5 & PM10 , 20-30% in CO and

various concentrations of SO2 and O3 across

India. Mumbai and Delhi reported a 40 - 50%

decrease in NO2 during lockdown. During

lockdown 10 best cities were from North India

compared to South in 2019. She also talked

about people’s perception about a clean

environment.
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Fig.5: Dr. Disha Sharma, Postdoctoral Research
Associate, Princeton University, USA

She explained winter time pollution High:
1. Winter time pollution levels are higher due to

unfavourable meteorology - high surface pressure,

low boundary layer height, calm surface winds,

negligible precipitation etc.

2. Crop residue burning is a major source of pollution

in NCR in weeks preceding Diwali- (contributes

between 7-78% to pm 2.5 enhancements in NCR

(Cusworth et al., 2018).

3. Incidents of stubble burning increased by 15% this

year compared to 2019 (CPCB and MoEF&CC

analysis).

4. Also showed chronology of air pollution legislation,

bodies and organisations. Sharing about ‘Diye

Wali Diwali’ campaign mentored by Prof

Kulshrestha where Disha took lead by organizing

street level contacts with other students of the lab

in 2017. The campaign also had the slogan ' Say

No to Crackers'. She shared her experience of

how the society engagement was done and the

survey responses were received. According to that

time survey 70 - 80% people had a negative

response to follow pollution legislation because of

sentiments.

She summarised with the statement that multiple

stakeholders should be involved for

environmental justice to be ensured.

Shivangi Tripathi, YoHo Gyan Lead &
Student, SES, JNU –Talked about YoHo

activities and her ideas about Pollution

Prevention and Control. She realised that Young

Holistic (YoHo) like platforms are needed for the

all-round development of the students.

She declared the results of the Quiz Competition

held on the occasion of National Pollution

Prevention Day jointly with YoHo and ENVIS.

Fig.9: Ms. Shivangi Tripathi, YoHo Gyan Lead,
SES, JNU announced result online
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Vote of Thanks was extended by Ms. Swati
Singh, Programme Officer, JNU ENVIS - Swati

Singh thanked all the speakers, participants,

students and the faculty for making the event

successful. Special thanks to all the participants

of the quiz competition and heartiest

congratulations to the winners.

Fig.9: Ms. Swati Singh, Programme Officer, JNU ENVIS

Fig.9: Panelists & Participants of the Panel Discussion

The session came to an end with the distribution

of e-certificate to all the participants. This is to

mention that a very positive feedback has been

received from the participants about the event.

Recommendations:

1. Pollution Prevention should be a motive of
life and it should be encouraged in the
society.

2. Sustainable development should be the
mantra and balance between growth and its
impact on the environment should be
analyzed and integrated for long term effect.

3. Quality Assurance is the key to pollution
prevention. QA should be followed first at
the time of production and also at the time
of measuring environment effects.

4. More than enactment of legislation, its
proper implementation is very important.

5. Resources should be used with care and
economy.

6. Increase in monitoring of pollution
parameters and data democratization is the
need of the hour.

Feedback:

Webinar Live Session on the official FB page:
https://www.facebook.com/jnuenvis/videos/184310640005495

Webinar on the official YouTube page:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mJH5T13ceLQ

******
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WORLD SOIL DAY
Theme: ‘Keep Soil Alive, Protect Soil Biodiversity’

The School of Environmental Sciences

celebrated World Soil Day on December 05,

2020. On this occasion, a webinar was

organized on the theme ‘Keep Soil Alive, Protect

Soil Biodiversity’ in collaboration with the JNU

ENVIS Resource Partner and the Young Holistic

(YoHo) group, School of Environmental

Sciences, Jawaharlal Nehru University, New

Delhi.

The panel included very eminent national and

International researchers such as Prof.
Himanshu Pathak (Director, ICAR - NIASM

Pune), Dr. Sharath Pallerla [Director,

MoEF&CC (Policy) Gol], Prof. Hiroshi Hara
(Tokyo Agriculture University, Japan), Dr.
Nemitz Eiko (Center for Ecology & Hydrology,

Edinburg, UK), Prof. U.C. Kulshrestha
(Dean SES & JNU ENVIS Coordinator) and Dr.
Usha Mina, (Associate Professor & ENVIS

Co-coordinator, SES, JNU). The Young Holistic

leader Ms. Rashmi Dwivedi represented the

student YoHo group, while Ms. Swati Singh,
Programme Officer, ENVIS, SES executed the

programme.

Prof. U.C. Kulshrestha, Dean SES & JNU
ENVIS Coordinator – moderated the panel

discussion. It was attended by more than 650

participants, through Google-Meet and

Facebook Live platforms. The participants

included university students, researchers, faculty

members and other stakeholders both nationally

and internationally.

Fig.1: Poster and Schedule of the Webinar widely
circulated on the social media platform.

Prof Kulshrestha welcomed all the speakers,

participants, students and all the guests. He

talked about the importance of World Soil Day.
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He said Soil takes millions of years to form but it

takes a few years to destroy it in the name of

bricks, buildings, run-off after deforestation etc.

He also talked about JNU ENVIS RP, it’s

activities and thematic areas. Also mentioned

about Young Holistic (YoHo) activities of SES.

He also mentioned that Prof. Hara (panelist) is

the Co-founder of the `Holistic Environment`

programme. He then introduced first speaker

Prof. Himanshu Pathak and asked him to deliver

his talk.

Fig.2: Prof. Umesh Kulshrestha, Dean  & ENVIS Coordinator,
SES, JNU

Prof. Himanshu Pathak, Director, ICAR -
NIASM Pune – Prof Pathak mentioned about

the cause and importance of celebration of

World Soil Day. He briefly mentioned the

genesis of Soil Day. In 2002, an International

Union of Soil Science (IUSS) recommended an

international day for Soil. Later in June 2013,

FAQ supported the formal establishment of

World Soil Day within the framework of the

Global Soil Partnership. Then in December

2013, the 68th UN General Assembly

designated 5 December 2014 as the first official

World Soil Day. The day corresponds with the

official birthday of H.M. King Bhumibol

Adulyadej, the King of Thailand, who officially

sanctioned the event.

He recognized soil as a vital contributor to the

human commonwealth. He acknowledged its

crucial role for food, water and energy security.

He identified soil as a mitigator of biodiversity

loss and climate change.

Prof Pathak urged the global community to

generate and communicate knowledge of soil for

the common good. He further said why we worry

about Soil, Agriculture is the only industry which

produces food & soil is the base for producing

food, fiber feed, fuel, fertilizer. Soil provides

goods and services in the form of Biomass

Production, for Human Health, Culture,

Biodiversity, Ground Water, Surface Water & Air.

Prof Pathak mentioned relationships about Soil

and Society - Food and health: Healthy soil

produces healthy food. Economic: Healthy soil

requires less external inputs, increases profits.

Environmental: Healthy soil keeps the

environment healthy. Political: It reduces

dependency on other countries for imports.

Poverty: Poor soil, poor people. In relation to

Sustainable Development Goals, all the 17

Sustainable Development Goals are directly or

indirectly related to soil. SD Goals are equal to

Soil Development Goals.

Fig.3: Prof. Himanshu Pathak, Director, ICAR - NIASM
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Prof Pathak also talked about Soil Health, soil

health depends on Physical, Chemical &

Biological factors like Water retention &

availability, Root growth, Erosion, Compaction

Chemical Cation exchange capacity, Nutrient

retention, Nutrient reserves, Buffering against

acidification, Bioavailability of pollutants &

Biological Biodiversity, Nutrient cycling,

Degradation of pollutants.

Prof Pathak also highlighted why soil health is

deteriorating and degrading- 1). Inappropriate

land use 2). Deforestation 3). Urbanization 4).
Water and wind erosion 5). Faulty agri –

management 6). Dumping of wastes 7).
Discharge of pollutants 8). Mining of nutrients 9).
Depletion of soil carbon 10). Climate change.

Around 24% of global soils are degraded to

various degrees including 50% of agriculture

soils. India has around 36% of the geographical

area degraded with soil erosion, salinity,

alkalinity, acidity, water logging and other

edaphic stresses (NAAS, 2017). Around 1.2

billion USD is the economic loss in grain

production due to soil degradation.

He mentioned that loss of soil carbon is very fast

and especially in recent years. In India due to

tropical location organic carbon content of our

soil is very poor (1 – 0.5%). Due to current

environmental changes and anthropogenic

changes soil organic carbon will further

decrease. He mentioned about increased

occurrence of soil deficiency:

● Nutrient deficiencies multiplying with every

passing decade.

● Exclusive focus on NPK, nutrient mining,

weak soil testing.

● Discuss of organic manure, tillage,

removal/burning of crop residues.

He mentioned an imbalanced ‘N’ balance. Our

planet has crossed 3 planetary boundaries

(Climate change, Nitrogen cycle & Biodiversity

loss) and is going to cross boundaries

(Phosphorus cycle and Ocean acidification). Soil

Biodiversity and its benefits are: i. Healthy soils

ii. Plant growth iii. Human health iv. Water

Purification v. Climate change mitigation and

adaptation. Still millions of species of soil

biodiversity is not known, even those we know

are being lost due to land use change, Invasive

species, Unsustainable soil management

practices, Pollution, Soil salinization and

urbanization. We should stop soil Biodiversity

loss; keep soil alive and protect the Biodiversity.

He ended his talk by suggesting measures that

should be adopted to stop soil biodiversity loss:

i. Grow greener cities and live sustainably Ii.
Invest in soil biodiversity research knowledge

and innovation iii. Raise awareness and

advocate for living soils iv. Reduce, Revise and

Recycle v. Manage soil resources, sustainably.

Dr. Sharath Pallerla, Director, MoEF&CC
(Policy) Gol, Delhi – He talked about Soil

Biodiversity that is hidden in the world beneath

our feet : i. More than 2 million species are

reported to exist on earth ii. Soil is a living

resource, home to more than 25% of our

planet’s biodiversity iii. Plants nature a whole

world of creatures in the soil, that in return feed

and protect the plants iv. This diverse

community of living organisms keeps the soil

healthy and fertile v. This vast world constitutes

soil biodiversity and determines the main

biogeochemical processes that make life

possible on earth.

Types of fauna – Megafauna: Toads, moles

beavers, rabbits and badgers are the principal

agents of soil turnover and distribution.
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Macro fauna: Earthworms, termites, ants,

millipedes and woodlice help with soil drainage

and aeration. Mesofauna: Microscopic

invertebrates such as collembolans, diplura,

proturans, nematodes, mites and tardigrades,

diplura, proturans, nematodes, mites and

tardigrades are biological regulators of

decomposition. Micro fauna & Micro
Organism: Bacteria, protozoans, fungi and

nematodes are the smallest and most numerous

organisms in the soil. That is responsible for

biogeochemical processes. He also mentioned

about 5 benefits of soil biodiversity.

Dr. Pallerla also talked about the Legal

Instruments for Conservation and sustainable

use :Environment protection is enshrined in the

constitution of India [Article 48A and Article 51A

(G)]. Wide - ranging policies, programmes and

projects are in place, which directly or indirectly

serve to protect, conserve and sustainably use

the country’s biological resources.

● Forest (Conservation) Act,

● Wildlife (Protection) Act,

● Biological diversity Act,

● National Green Tribunal Act,

● National Biodiversity Action Plan,

● National Forest Policy,

● National Wildlife Action Plan,

● NationalForestry Action Programme,

● National Environment Policy and National

Action Plan on Climate Change,

● Protection of Plant Varieties and Farmers

Rights Act, 2001,

● The Scheduled Tribes & other Traditional

Forest dwellers (Recognition of forest

Rights) Act 2006.

Dr. Pallerla talked about various biogeographic

zones of India. Four of 36 identified hot spots of

the world (which are biologically rich but deeply

threatened) are in India : North East India in

Eastern Himalaya, Assam in India Burma,

Western Ghats, part of Andman & Nicobar

Islands, Over 40,000 species of plants and

1,00,000 species of animals recorded so far,

India has ten biogeographic zones, based on

which conservation planning has been token up

thus management of soil depends on its

geographic areas.

Fig.4: Dr. Sharath Pllerla, Director, MoEF&CC (Policy) Gol

MoEF&CC Government of India has specific

divisions to look into matter of Soil;

Desertification cell, Biodiversity, Hazardous

Substance management Division, Control of

pollution, Mountain Division, Conservation &

Survey, Impact Assessment i. River valley/

Mining/ infrastructure/ industry, forest wildlife.

India has developed Atlas “Desertification and

Land Degradation Atlas of India”

Important International Commitments were also

mentioned e.g. implementation of Biological

Diversity Act and International obligations like

the Convention on Biological Diversity (CPB),

the National Biodiversity Action Plan (NBAP)

and National Biodiversity Targets (NBTs),

Nagoya protocol on Access and benefit sharing

(ABS), National reports to CBD and Nagoya

protocol on ABS, Intergovernmental platform on

Biodiversity and Ecosystem services (IPBES).
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Projects on biodiversity implemented through

the NBA. The Desertification cell in the Ministry

is the nodal division coordinating activities allied

to combating desertification and restoring

degraded land.

The Division is:

1. The national executing agency for the

Sustainable land and Ecosystem

Management (SLEM) programmatic

approach.

2. The focal point addressing the issues

pertaining to the implementation of the

United Nations Convention to Combat

Desertification, which was ratified by India

on 17th December 1996. He ended his talk

by highlighting desertification objectives.

Prof. Hiroshi Hara, Tokyo Agriculture
University, Japan – Prof Hara showed his more

interest in the Holistic approach, this has relation

to Asian heritage. Prof Hara talked about pH

change of precipitation in South–East Asia. He

mentioned that now pH level is increasing, acid

deposition is decreasing due to control

measures. According to him, the Holistic

approach is the best way to provide

environmental solutions as it takes care of each

component of the problem in an integrated

manner.

Fig.5 Prof. Hiroshi Hara, Tokyo Agriculture University, Japan

Dr. Nemitz Eiko, Center for Ecology &
Hydrology, Edinburg, UK – Dr Eiko shared

COVID impact on Noxin Italy. Use of fertilizers

and release of ammonia has increased.

He mentioned the threats of excess nitrogen and

greenhouse gases to air quality, water quality,

soil quality, ecosystem.He shared the Nitrogen

cycle. He talked about the studies which show

loss of huge amounts of nitrogen in Europe. He

showed images of hotspots of ammonia in the

Indo–Gangetic plain. He discussed his study of

Modelling of ammonia across South Asia. Also

discussed PM2.5 responses to ammonia

emission changes. He showed temporal

dynamics of pollutants, in early morning hours,

pre – monsoon, monsoon & post – monsoon

periods. He emphasized a sustainable nitrogen

management system is a need to reduce

nitrogen uses and suggested to use low

emission measures.

Fig.6: Dr. Nemitz Eiko, Center for Ecology & Hydrology, Edinburg, UK
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Dr. Usha Mina, ENVIS Co - coordinator, SES,
JNU - She started her talk by quoting Prof.

Ratan Lal (Winner of World Food Prize 2020). “I

believe Soil is a living thing and that’s why soil

helps me and soil has life, every living thing has

rights, therefore soil also has rights”.

Everything we eat or drink is processed through

soil biota over and again numerous times.

Therefore we need healthy soil for healthy food

and healthy lives. We all give voice to the 2020

World Soil Day theme “Keep Soil Alive, Protect

Soil Biodiversity”. World Soil Day celebrations

were started in 2015, the same year 17 SDs

were given to all the countries as a target, to

achieve by 2030. 2015 – 2024 declared as the

International decade for soil. the 2020 King

Bhumibol Award was conferred to ICAR.

Soil plays an important role in maintaining a

fragile balance of life in nature as well as agro

ecosystem. If this interaction is interrupted in

any ways it can cause irreversible damage on

earth including humans.

Soil biodiversity contains many unknown

species and performs many unknown functions.

eg) Importance of Bacillus Species in soil and

their role in producing antibodies. Soil

ecosystem is a giant web where everything is

interconnected, plants are connected to soil

microbes which helps plants to uptake minerals,

soil microbes are connected to plants for habitat

and shelter. They all are working in collaboration

so that sustainability can be maintained and

food security could be achieved. 24% of global

soil is already degraded and in India 36% of our

total geographical area has been categorized as

degraded, Soil health is directly related to soil

organic matter, which is important for ecosystem

services.

This will affect meeting target SD goals. Thus it

is very critical to maintain soil health by stopping

degradation and stop causes of degradation.

Fig.7: Dr. Usha Mina, Associate Professor & ENVIS
Co-coordinator, SES,JNU

Rashmi Dwivedy, YoHo Gyan Lead &
Student, SES, JNU – as a young holistic
leader, Rashmi talked about YoHo activities and

her ideas about Pollution Prevention and

Control. She highlighted that Young Holistic

(YoHo) like platforms are needed for the

all-round development of the students.

She declared the results of the Painting

Competition held on the occasion of World Soil

Day jointly by YoHo and ENVIS. The help of Dr.

Sangeeta Goyal, PO Envis CAZRI, Dr. Vrushali

Singh, KDMC Goa, Ms. Akansha, SES, JNU as

jury members for evaluating the paintings was

highly appreciated.

Fig.8: Ms. Rashmi Dwivedy, YoHo Gyan Lead, SES, JNU
announced result online
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Vote of Thanks was extended by Ms. Swati
Singh, Programme Officer, JNU ENVIS - She

thanked all the speakers, participants, students

and the faculty for making the event successful.

Fig.9: Ms. Swati Singh, Programme Officer, JNU ENVIS RP

Fig.10: Panelists & Participants of the Panel Discussion

The session came to an end with the distribution

of e-certificate to all the participants. This is to

mention that a very positive feedback has been

received from the participants about the event.

Recommendations:

1. Integrated efforts are required for healthy

management of soil for healthy crops,

healthy food,  the planet and society.

2. Technical advancement in agriculture is

needed for precision farming

3. Soil health needs attention globally as soil

health is becoming very poor.

4. Soil biodiversity must be protected to fulfill

Sustainable Development Goals.

5. Threats of degradation, pollution and climate

change are alarming.

6. Sustainable soil management is crucial.

7. Need to have International negotiations for a

Sustainable Nitrogen Management System.

8. Reduce Nitrogen losses through circular

economy.

Feedback:
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Webinar Live Session on the official FB page:
https://www.facebook.com/jnuenvis/videos/214426873461832

Webinar on the official YouTube page:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pFkI6fR_SW0&t=153s

********
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New Delhi - 110 067

December 14, 2020
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National Energy Conservation Day
The School of Environmental Sciences celebrated

National Energy Conservation Day on December

14, 2020. On this occasion, a webinar was

organized in collaboration with the JNU ENVIS

Resource Partner and the Young Holistic (YoHo)

group, School of Environmental Sciences,

Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi.

The panel included very eminent national and

International researchers like Dr. J.P. Gupta
(Chairman, Environment Committee, PHD

Chamber & Chairman, EAC - II, MoEF&CC), Mr.
Debasis Sarkar (Executive Director: Operation

Services, Energy Conservation, NTPC), Prof. I.S.
Thakur (SES, JNU), Prof. Sushil Kumar [Sr.

Principal Scientist & Professor (AcSIR) CSIR -

National Physical Laboratory, New Delhi], Mr.
Yashpal Meena (Scientific Officer, Rajasthan

SPCB, Distt.:Pali), Prof. U.C. Kulshrestha (Dean

SES & JNU ENVIS Coordinator) and the Young

Holistic leader Mr. Yogender Singh represented

the student YoHo group, while Ms. Swati Singh,
Programme Officer, ENVIS, SES executed the

programme.

Prof. U.C. Kulshrestha, Dean SES & JNU ENVIS
Coordinator – moderated the panel discussion. It

was attended by more than 300 participants,

through Google-Meet and Facebook Live platforms.

The participants included university students,

researchers, faculty members and other

stakeholders both nationally and internationally.

Fig.1: Poster and Schedule of the Webinar widely circulated on
the social media platform.

Prof. Kulshrestha welcomed all the speakers,

participants, students and all the guests.
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He talked about the importance of this Day and how

energy conservation is the utmost important for a

clean environment and sustainable development.

He then introduced the first speaker Dr. J P Gupta

and asked him to deliver his talk.

Fig.2: Prof. Umesh Kulshrestha, Dean & ENVIS
Coordinator, SES, JNU and Eminent Panelists.

Dr. J.P. Gupta, Chairman, Environment
Committee, PHD Chamber & Chairman, EAC - II,
MoEF&CC - He commenced his talk by giving

historical background about this Day. He explained

why energy conservation is so important and

specially for a developing country like India what is

the role of energy.

Fig.3: Dr. J.P. Gupta, Chairman, Environment Committee,
PHD Chamber & Chairman, EAC - II, MoEF&CC

He compared energy equivalent to life and power.

He said the world is looking for energy efficient

solutions. He highlighted that in industrial

processes energy is the only factor where it is

possible to become efficient and thus cut down on

cost of production. He also mentioned that in big

refineries fast rate shift from fossil fuel towards

renewable energy has been observed in recent

times. Talked about the importance of Hydrogen as

the fuel of the future and said a lot of scope is

present for research in this area. He called for

measures to save energy and said every unit of

energy saved is saving our foreign exchange as

India is majorly dependent on imported fossil fuel.

Mr. Debasis Sarkar, Executive Director:
Operation Services, Energy Conservation,
NTPC- He also highlighted the importance of this

day and its historical importance.
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Fig.4: Mr. Debasis Sarkar, Executive Director: Operation
Services, Energy Conservation, NTPC

He said access to energy is very important

specially for developing countries like India.

Energy needs for the country should be worked

out on the short term and long term durations

also. He talked about NTPC and how the largest

energy company of the country is working

towards energy conservation. He gave detailed

accounts of various steps, measures and

technological advancement adopted in NTPC to

work for Energy conservation. He highlighted

how to deal with high energy waste and low

energy waste in industries.

Prof. I.S. Thakur, SES, JNU – He talked about

renewable energy and carbon credits.

Highlighting how carbon credits can help

conserve energy and helpful in adopting

renewable energy.

He mentioned that for a fast growing economy

and industrialization, excess consumption and

excess waste generation need to be stopped.

Fig.5: Presentation slides of  Prof. I.S. Thakur SES, JNU
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He said sludge produces methane, carbon

dioxide, ammonia, hydrogen sulphide gases.

Sludge generation in India is 38000 million liter

per day (MLD). He expressed his worries that

the global atmospheric temperature is rising due

to CO2 increase which needs to be curtailed. He

talked about climate change and energy

conservation needs. Energy conservation is the

decision and practice of using less energy, use

of adaptive and mitigation strategies,

mechanisms like switching to 100% green

power, saving energy, optimise diet, avoid

plastic, shrink your digital footprint, avoid flying,

make sustainable investments, protect our

forests and plant more trees etc. Prof Thakur

emphasized on Decarbonisation, Smarter

Energy, Research, Innovation and Development.

He also mentioned utilization of municipal

sewage sludge for biodiesel production.

Dr. Sushil Kumar, Sr. Principal Scientist &
Professor (AcSIR) CSIR - National Physical
Laboratory, New Delhi – He initiated his talk by

highlighting the historical importance of this day.

How our Government has taken measures to

conserve energy, discussed various policies. His

focus area has been renewable energy and

especially solar energy. He highlighted the

potential of renewable energy in our country. He

said with respect to solar energy we are blessed

to be a tropical country having abundant

sunshine days. He discussed the latest solar

technologies like solar panels, solar voltaics etc.

He encouraged students and young researchers

to work in the research and development of

solar energy and technologies. He said cost

solar energy has considerably reduced now but

still compared to other technologies it is quite

costly. Thus huge potential is available for young

researchers to take work forward in this area.

Fig.6: Dr. Sushil Kumar, Sr. Principal Scientist & Professor
(AcSIR), CSIR - National Physical Laboratory, New Delhi

Mr. Yashpal Meena, Scientific Officer,
Rajasthan SPCB, Distt.: Pali - He shared case

studies of cement industries under his

jurisdiction in Pali District of Rajasthan. Global

cement production is expected to increase from

3.27 billion tons in 2010 to 4.83 billion tons in

2030.

Cement industry produces 8% of World

Emission and 6% of India’s Emission. He also

mentioned the energy efficiency steps adopted

in cement plants especially for the Waste Heat

Recovery (WHR). Power generated from WHR

should be given the status of Green Power. It

will improve energy efficiency in cement grinding

with its proportionate share of reduced CO2

emissions.
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Fig.7:  Mr. Yashpal Meena, Scientific Officer, Rajasthan
SPCB, Distt.:Pali

Mr Meena ended his talk by discussing the

impact of energy efficiency measures for the

year 2018-19 India has reduced the energy

intensity by 20% compared to 2005 levels which

is a very good performance indeed.

Implementation of various energy efficiency

schemes have led to huge electricity savings.

Yogender Singh, YoHo Gyan Lead & Student,
SES, JNU – as a young holistic leader,

Yogender talked about YoHo activities and he

highlighted that Young Holistic (YoHo) platforms

are needed for the all-round development of the

students.

He declared the results of the Short Essay

Competition held on the occasion of National

Energy Conservation Day, jointly organised by

YoHo and ENVIS. The help of Prof. P.K. Joshi
(SES, JNU), Dr. Ranjana Arya (Assistant

Professor, SBT, JNU), and Dr. Sandesha
Rayapa-Garbiyal (Assistant Professor, LEC,

JNU) as jury members for evaluating the Short

Essay Competition was highly appreciated.

Fig.8: Mr. Yogender Singh, YoHo Gyan Lead, SES, JNU
announced result online
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Vote of Thanks was extended by Ms. Swati
Singh, Programme Officer, JNU ENVIS - She

thanked all the speakers, participants, students

and the faculty for making the event successful.

Fig.9: Ms. Swati Singh, Programme Officer, JNU ENVIS

Fig.10: Panelists & Participants of the Panel Discussion

The session came to an end with the distribution

of e-certificate to all the participants. This is to

mention that a very positive feedback has been

received from the participants about the event.

Recommendations:

1. Future of energy is Hydrogen as fuel and it

has huge potential for R&D.

2. Focus should be on saving each unit of

energy, as energy saved is equal to foreign

exchange saved and will help become ‘Atma

Nirbhar Bharat’.

3. Policy regarding access to energy should be

planned both for long term and short term

duration.

4. R&D should be encouraged to utilize high

energy waste and low energy waste.

5. Carbon credits can act as an important

factor for shifting towards energy efficiency

and use of renewable energy.

6. Share of Solar Energy should be

encouraged in the energy matrix of the

country.

7. Sustainable public and private capital is

needed for decarbonisation projects

together with major investment in research

and development.
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Feedback:

Webinar Live Session on the official FB page:
https://www.facebook.com/jnuenvis/videos/202081608121179

Webinar on the official YouTube page:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XHZyUG8le6A&t=7s

********
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Webinar Report

World Wetland Day
‘Wetlands and Water’

Organised by:

JNU ENVIS Resource Partner on Geodiversity & Impact on Environment

School of Environmental Sciences, Jawaharlal Nehru University

New Delhi - 110 067

February 02, 2021
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World Wetland Day 2021
Wetland and Water

The School of Environmental Sciences

celebrated the World Wetland Day on February

02, 2021. On this occasion, a webinar was

organized on the theme ‘Wetlands and Water, in

collaboration with the JNU ENVIS Resource

Partner and the Young Holistic (YoHo) group,

School of Environmental Sciences, Jawaharlal

Nehru University, New Delhi.

The panel included very eminent national and

international researchers such as Prof. C.
K. Varshney (Emeritus Professor, JNU), Prof.
Saumitra Mukherjee (SES, JNU), Dr.
Priyadarshini Singh (Lecturer, Maitreyi College

DU) & Prof. U.C. Kulshrestha (Dean SES &

JNU ENVIS Coordinator). The Young Holistic

Member, Ms. Komal Choudhary represented

the student YoHo group, while Ms. Swati Singh,
Programme Officer, ENVIS, SES executed the

programme.

Professor U.C. Kulshrestha, moderated the

panel discussion. It was attended by more than

830 participants, through Google-Meet and

Facebook Live platforms. The participants

included university students, researchers, faculty

members and other stakeholders both nationally

and internationally.

Fig.1: Poster and Schedule of the Webinar widely circulated
on the social media platform.
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Prof. U.C. Kulshrestha, Dean SES & JNU
ENVIS Coordinator – Prof. Kulshrestha

welcomed speakers, participants, students and

all the guests. He talked about the importance of

World Wetland Day. Water comes from mainly

two sources: rainfall and glacier melt. Mentioned

importance of water bodies as they are the only

source of water to humans,and how water

bodies hold water throughout the year. Then he

introduced first speaker Prof. C. K. Varshney,

Emeritus Professor, JNU as the Father of

Environmental Science and asked him to deliver

his talk.

Fig.2: Prof. Umesh Kulshrestha, Dean  & ENVIS Coordinator, SES,
JNU

Prof. C. K. Varshney, Emeritus Professor,
JNU – He talked about the importance of the

Wetland Day and said all Educational Institutes

should celebrate this day. This is the 50th year of

finalising the Ramsar Convention.Talked about

the genesis of the Ramsar convention and how

he played an important role on behalf of the

Indian Government. He said in 1971 the word

wetland was absolutely new. It was used for all

the water bodies. Then it was decided to

consult some eminent scientists working on

birds. Thus Dr. Salim Ali was appointed to

represent India in Ramsar convention. In this

meeting a draft convention was finalised. Full

name of Ramsar Convention is “The Ramsar

Convention on Wetlands of International

Importance, especially as Waterfowl Habitat”.

According to Ramsar definition Wetland is

“Wetlands are area of marsh, fen, peatland or

water, whether natural or artificial, permanent or

temporary, with water that is static or flowing,

fresh, brackish or salt, including areas of marine

water, the depth of which at low tide dose does

not exceed six meters”. This Convention is

multilateral and intergovernmental. This

Convention has backing UN but it is outside the

UN. India joined this convention in 1982.

Wetlands are very beautiful ecosystems. India

currently has 42 sites designated as Wetlands of

International importance (Ramsar Sites), with a

surface area of 1,067,939 ha. India has also

identified 115 sites as wetlands of Natural

importance. He said that Theme: Wetland and

Water is very relevant and important. India is

facing its worst - ever water crisis, with some

600 million people facing acute water shortage.

Cities and towns regularly run out of water in the

summer. After having spent over, 4 trillion on

dams and other engineering - heavy solutions

which haven’t shown any results. Groundwater

is heavily exploited and fast depleting. This

would also threaten food security as 80% of

water is used in agriculture. Rural areas are also

badly affected by a lack of access to clean

water. NITI Aayog, which drew on data from 24

of India’s states, says the crisis is “only going to

get worse” in the year ahead. He concluded by

saying that youth should actively participate in

conservation and protection of wetlands.
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Fig.3: Prof. C. K. Varshney, Emeritus Professor, JNU

Prof. Saumitra Mukherjee, SES JNU – He

talked about awareness about Wetland well after

1970 however the implementation started little

later. Conservation of wetland and water bodies

is important for reducing greenhouse gases and

for our day to day activities. Conservation of

water bodies not only preserves water bodies

but numerous species like migratory birds and

microbes etc. He shared some of his work done

in JNU. JNU was facing severe water crisis in

1992. He shared data on High rate of depletion

of groundwater level in hard rock areas, slowed

down in a few areas of Delhi by Rainwater

harvesting.

Presented a hydrogeological study of JNU for

potential rain water harvesting sites. Three

check dams were selected and every year water

is recharged through these three check dams.

“North India was under great threat of lowering

down of water level as per the studies of

Mathew Rodell, Nature 2009”.

Groundwater being depleted at a mean rate of

4.0, 1.0 cm yr-1 equivalent height of water (17.7

4.5 km3 yr-1 ) over the Indian states of Rajasthan,

Punjab and Haryana (including Delhi). During

the study period of August 2002 to October

2008, groundwater depletion was equivalent to a

net loss of 109 km2 of water, which is double the

capacity of India’s largest surface - water

reservoir (Rodell M, al 2009).

Fig.4 Prof. Saumitra Mukherjee, SES JNU
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Rain water harvesting in suitable geological

terrain has improved water level which has

helped the farmers of Northern India. NDVI has

improved in areas of Rainwater harvesting in

India, Japan, Cambodia and Srilanka which is a

direct measure of the vegetation health .

Due to check dams construction in JNU not only

JNU but nearby areas also benefit due to

recharge of Ground water. Surface manifestation

of Aquifer in JNU and Lateral recharge in

Surficial Aquifers. He shared images of

successful water resource management in the

JNU area with improved wetland and forest

coverage. In 2016 training for students on how

NDVI of JNU campus has slowly changed

before and after Rain Water Harvesting was

conducted. Birds species which had stopped

coming to the campus started coming back, a lot

of migratory birds are coming. By using satellite

data also it is possible to study lowering down of

groundwater. He talked about

Ecogeomorphology i.e, based on the

Hydrogeology, the Eco - Restoration of the area

should be planned. At last he suggested,

logically we should clean the wetland,

eutrophication should be removed, water bodies

should be restored then it would not lead to

greenhouse gases emission.

Dr. Priyadarshini Singh, Lecturer, Maitreyi
College, Delhi University – She began her

deliberation by talking about the importance of

wetlands. India currently has 42 sites designated

as Wetlands of International importance

(Ramsar Sites). This is the highest in South

Asia.

She highlighted the importance of Wetlands and

various functions it performs like Water storage,

storm/flood protection, groundwater recharge,

shoreline stabilization and erosion control, water

purification & carbon sink and also ecosystem

value like water supply, fisheries, wildlife

resources, agriculture, recreation and tourism.

Fig.6: Dr. Priyadarshini Singh, Lecturer, Maitreyi College, DU

She talked about attributes like, supporting

biological diversity of avian fauna, mammals,

fish and invertebrate species, as well as

numerous plant species.
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She also highlighted threats to urban and

peri-urban wetlands within semi arid regions like,

water shortage due to low precipitation and

harsh climate conditions is a common

phenomenon in (semi)-arid regions, wetland

ecosystems in especially semi-arid regions have

become ever more fragile and vulnerable to

climate change scenarios. Urban and peri urban

wetlands (like Neela Hauz, Okhla Bird sanctuary,

Sultanpur Network Park, Bharatpur Wildlife

Sanctuary) further face threat due to

siltation/waste input, agriculture runoff,

encroachment hydrological alteration,

encroachment/intensive land use, pollution,

changes in upper watershed, siltation, invasive

species.

She shared her case study on Sultanpur

National Park, Gurgaon, Haryana - “Influence of

changes in watershed pattern on wetland of

Sultanpur National Park, Haryana using remote

sensing and hydrochemical analysis.”

In Sultanpur National Park, there are 250 avian

species of there 150 are resident & more than

100 migratory species found are Siberian crane,

Sarus crane, painted stork, black - winged stilt,

Eurasion teal,, common greenshank, northern

pintail, yellow Wagtail, White Wagtail, Northern

Shoveller, Rosy Pelican, Spot - Billed Pelican,

Gadwall, Wood Sandpiper.

She also highlighted the importance of Wetland

Restoration by methods like Desiltation and

widening of the lake bed. Recharge through

groundwater borewells, to raise the water.

She also discussed the Case study of Neela

Hauz Wetland where invasive species,

encroachment and revival through a constructed

wetland system - integrated physical and

biological process with zero energy input is

done.

Ms. Komal Choudhary, YoHo Gyan Member &
Student, SES, JNU – She talked about the

importance of wetlands as a source of

freshwater and how to restore them to stop

wetland loss. She shared her views about YoHo

activities and how it is helping holistic

development of students. She talked about

YoHo Activities which is currently being

undertaken in SES, JNU, and especially her

contribution in the Picture Description

Competition.

Fig.8: Ms. Komal Choudhary, YoHo Gyan Member
& Student SES, JNU

Vote of Thanks was extended by Ms. Swati
Singh, Programme Officer, JNU ENVIS - She

declared the results of the Picture Description &

Contest Competition held on the occasion of

World Wetland Day jointly by YoHo and ENVIS.

The help of Dr. Sangeeta Goyal, PO Envis

CAZRI, Ms. Ekta Chaudhary, PO ENVIS SPA,

New Delhi & Dr. Manisha Mishra, SES, JNU as

jury members for evaluating the Contest, were

highly appreciated. She thanked all the

speakers, participants, students and the faculty

for making the event successful.

Fig.9: Ms. Swati Singh, Programme Officer,
JNU ENVIS RP
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Fig.10: Panelists & Participants of the Panel Discussion

The session came to an end with the distribution

of e-certificate to all the participants. This is to

mention that a very positive feedback has been

received from the participants about the event.

Recommendations:
1. Youth Should be motivated to take part

actively in Wetland Conservation and
Restorations.

2. Without identification of actual causal factors
behind wetland degradation (drying of the
active water body), any efforts for supplying
water artificially will remain futile as the
system will still be vulnerable to degradation
and the active water body of the wetland
under study is expected to dry up
permanently.

3. Improper restoration measures could
inadvertently reduce the lake's ability to
restore itself further making the ecosystem
more sensitive to external changes/
disturbances.

4. Regulated for agriculture and built - up
activity to activity and built - up activity to
restrict further deterioration in area and
quality of the wetland.

5. Effective wetland conservation and
management laws.

6. Innovative and Zero energy/cost effective
restoration measures.

Feedback:

Webinar Live Session on the official FB page:
https://www.facebook.com/jnuenvis/videos/428748395115077

********
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School of Environmental Sciences, Jawaharlal Nehru University

New Delhi - 110 067

February 28, 2021
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National Science Day
Theme: ‘Future of STI : Impacts on Education, Skill & Work’

The School of Environmental Sciences

celebrated National Science Day on February

28, 2021. On this occasion, a Extempore

Competition was organized in collaboration with

the JNU ENVIS Resource Partner and the

Young Holistic (YoHo) group, School of

Environmental Sciences, Jawaharlal Nehru

University, New Delhi.

This Programme was moderated by Prof. U.C.
Kulshrestha (Dean SES & JNU ENVIS

Coordinator). The jury members were Prof.
Neelam Siddiah (SES, JNU), Dr. Usha Mina,
(Associate Professor & ENVIS Co-coordinator,

SES, JNU), and Dr. Ranjana Arya, (Assistant

Professor, SBT, JNU). The Young Holistic leader

Ms. Ankita Katoch represented the student

YoHo group, while Ms. Swati Singh,
Programme Officer, ENVIS, SES executed the

programme.

Fig.1: Poster of the Competition widely circulated on the
social media platform.

It was attended by more than 50 participants,

through Google-Meet. The participants included

university students, researchers, faculty

members and others.

Prof. Kulshrestha welcomed all the participants,

jury members, students and all the guests.

Fig.2: Prof. Umesh Kulshrestha, ENVIS Coordinator, SES, JNU

Rules followed for the Competition:-

1. Ideas presented should be original to the

authors.

2. Topic will be displayed by the host on the

spot.

3. One minute will be allotted to think on the

topic & 5 minutes to present.

4. Speaker should not take more than the

allotted time.
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Ms. Swati Singh, Programme Officer, JNU
ENVIS - She invited candidates one by one and

topics were disclosed on the spot. Six minutes in

total were given to each candidate to deliver.

Time was closely monitored & at the end of five

minutes candidates were informed and at

exactly six minutes session was closed for the

candidate.
Fig.3:Extempore Competition Session in Progress

Table 1: List of Participants and Topic Assigned

Participant No Name Topic

1 Sandhya Singh What is the best way to improve our air quality?

2 Ishita Sharma Srivastava Should we rely more on nuclear energy?

3 Ajay Thakur What effect does “ Screen Time ” have on children’s mental health

4 Komal Choudhary Is working remotely positive or negative for the self - esteem of workers

5 Shipra Lakshmi Should human cloning be banned or not?

6 Valeed Khan How will climate change affect different countries differently?

7 Wahid Junaid Celebration of Science day contribution to India’s self reliance

Ms. Ankita katoch, YoHo Lead & Student,
SES, JNU – as a young holistic leader, Ms.
Ankita talked about the importance of the

National Science Day. She highlighted the

importance of the YoHo Programme in the

School of Environmental Sciences. She

discussed in detail about the Extempore

Competition, rules, participants, topics etc.

Fig.4: Ms. Ankita Katoch, YoHo Gyan Lead, SES, JNU

Vote of Thanks was extended by Ms. Swati
Singh, Programme Officer, JNU ENVIS - She

thanked all the Jury Members, participants,

students and the faculty for making the event

successful.

The session came to an end with the distribution

of e-certificate to all the participants. Very

positive feedback was received from the

participants and faculty.

Fig.5: Ms. Swati Singh, Programme Officer,
JNU ENVIS RP
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Fig.6: Result of Extempore Competition

Fig.7 :Jury Members of Extempore Competition

********
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Webinar Report

International Women’s Day
‘Women and Environment’

Organised by:

JNU ENVIS Resource Partner on Geodiversity & Impact on Environment

School of Environmental Sciences, Jawaharlal Nehru University

New Delhi - 110 067

March 08, 2021
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International Women’s  Day
Women and Environment

The School of Environmental Sciences

celebrated International Women’s Day, on March

08, 2021. A webinar was organized on the

theme ‘Women and Environment’ in

collaboration with the JNU-ENVIS Resource

Partner and the Young Holistic (YoHo) group,

SES, JNU, New Delhi.

The panel included eminent Women researchers

in the field of Environment, such as Dr. Arti
Bhatia (Principal Scientist IARI, New Delhi), Dr.
Gouri Joshi (Associate Professor & Enviro -

Legal Consultant), Prof. Kasturi
Mukhopadhyay (SES, JNU), Dr. Usha Mina
(Associate Professor & ENVIS Co-coordinator,

SES JNU), The Young Holistic leader Ms.
Akanksha Roy (YoHo lead SES, JNU) and Ms.
Swati Singh Programme Officer ENVIS, SES

executed the management of the programme.

Dr. Usha Mina, Associate Professor & ENVIS
Co-coordinator, SES, JNU - moderated the

panel discussion. It was attended by more than

350 participants, through Google-Meet and

Facebook Live platforms.The participants

included university students, researchers, faculty

members and common citizens from different

parts of the country.

She welcomed all the speakers and the

participants. She highlighted the role of Women

in the Environment, and importance of Women’s

Day celebration. She invited the first speaker

Dr. Arti Bhatia to deliver her talk.

Fig.1: Poster and Schedule of the Webinar widely circulated
on the social media platform
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Fig.2: Dr. Usha Mina, Associate Professor & ENVIS
Co-coordinator, SES, JNU

Dr. Arti Bhatia, Principal Scientist IARI, New
Delhi – She said International Women’s day is

for celebrating womanhood and reinforcing the

need for a more equal and inclusive world.

Women play a multi-faceted role: home,

workplace, environment.They are bearers and

conservers of life, who guide children and play

a defining role in making them responsible

citizens.Women play a critical role in sustaining

communities and managing natural resources

and environment, but their contributions are

often undervalued and neglected. This year, the

UN theme for International Women’s Day,

“Women in leadership: Achieving an equal
future in a COVID-19 world,” celebrates the

tremendous efforts by women and girls around

the world in shaping a more equal future and

recovery from the COVID-19 pandemic.

She talked about Environment and Women, In

the early 1960s, an interest in women and their

connection with the environment was sparked,

largely by a book written by Ester Boserup

entitled Woman's Role in Economic

Development. Rachel Louise Carson an

American marine biologist, author, and

conservationist whose book Silent Spring was

credited with advancing the global

environmental movement.

From the high level to the grassroots, the 1992

UN Earth Summit, India’s Chipko movement

(1973) and Kenya’s Green Belt Movement

(1977) all highlighted the role of women’s voices

and perspectives in sustainable development. In

1991, the First World Women’s Congress for a

Healthy Planet in Miami, Women’s Environment

Development Organization (WEDO) brought

together more than 1,500 women from 83

countries to work jointly on a strategy for United

Nations Conference on Environment and

Development (UNCED) in Rio de Janeiro

(Principle 20 of the Rio Declaration, Chapter 24

of Agenda 21, Global action for women
towards sustainable and equitable
development), Vandana Shiva, Medha Patekar,

Menaka Gandhi, Sunita Narain etc. have been

playing a key role for the conservation and

promotion of the environment.

Indoor environment & Women, in rural/urban

areas, indoor pollution affects women more than

men, as they are more exposed to smoke from

burning fuels, inefficient burning of biomass in

unventilated homes releases high levels of black

carbon, causing approximately 2 million deaths

per year, mainly of women and children in the

poorest communities,these hazards play a role

in more than 80 per cent of the diseases (WHO,

2016). Women in Agriculture, measurable

increase of women's participation in the

agricultural sector, particularly in the developing

world, the phenomenon started during the 1960s

with increasing shares over time, in 2016 World

Bank and FAO found that over 75 per cent of

rural smallholder farmers worldwide were

women, this was caused by men migrating to

find work in other sectors, out of all the women

in the labor sector, the UN found 45-80% of

them to be working in agriculture.
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Role of Women in Agriculture, traditionally,

women have dealt with non-monetized biomass

based subsistence economy of the household

i.e. firewood, cow dung, crop wastes, organic

manure,etc, they are the ones who spend most

of their time working on the family farms as

unpaid laborers, lower rural pay due to skill

exclusions, lack of availability /access to water

decreases women’s contributions to agricultural

production, related business opportunities, in

most countries, women mostly can't own the

land and farms outright. Women make up only

13.8% of landholders globally (UNEP 2018),

facing numerous legal and social barriers – in

rights to sell, manage or control the economic

output from their land.

Under representation of women in decision

making, from national governments to local

community groups, women are vastly

underrepresented in decision making. Women

make up less than 25% of all national

parliamentarians around the world and are

Heads of State in 22 countries, this under

representation also extends to national

environmental decision making, where women

hold only 12% of top ministerial positions in

environment-related sectors worldwide, women’s

representation has been steadily increasing in

the Lok Sabha. In the first-ever election, only 5%

of the House consisted of women. As per the

last 2019 elections it has just managed to reach

14% level, representation of women in corporate

India has increased from 21% five years ago to

approximately 30% now, with higher

representation in non-technical roles (31%) over

technical roles (26%), at the leadership levels,

women in the boards of multinational companies

(MNCs) account for nearly a fifth (19 per cent).

Women in Leadership, when women lead, we

see positive results. Some of the most efficient

and exemplary responses to the COVID-19

pandemic were led by women, women as

front-line and health sector workers, as

scientists, doctors and caregivers, yet they get

paid 11 per cent less globally than their male

counterparts. An analysis of COVID-19 task

teams from 87 countries found only 3.5 percent

of them had gender parity, young women are at

the forefront of diverse and inclusive movements

online and on the streets for social justice,

climate change and equality in all parts of the

world, one thing is very clear. Women are not

expecting preference over their male

counterparts, but a more equitable environment

with equal opportunities, freedom, autonomy,

and recognition commensurate to their

contributions to their environment.

Women’s Empowerment, India, the

fastest-growing economy in the world has half of

the population as women. If the nation wants to

get into the league of the developed nation then

empowerment of women is need for the hour,

will remove gender inequality and lead to a

balanced economy, is essential for the

achievement of 2030 SDGs, empowering

strategies based on promotion of literacy,

employment and income generation, the Indian

government has launched various schemes

empowering women like ‘Beti Bachao Beti

Padhao’, ‘Ujjawala Scheme’, ‘Mahila Shakti

Kendras’ etc, prioritization of gender diversity

and concerted efforts, such as return-to-work,

mentoring programmes for women, flexible work

arrangements, etc. are steps in the right

direction, which have to be further reinforced,

educated women will contribute more

significantly to bridging the gap between

environment and development.
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She ended her discourse by saying Choose a

challenged world is an alert world. Individually,

we're all responsible for our own thoughts and

actions - all day, every day. We can all choose to

challenge and call out gender bias and inequality.

We can all choose to seek out and celebrate

women's achievements. Collectively, we can all

help create an inclusive world. No amount of

rules/regulations, laws can empower women

unless there is a change in societal mindset. From

challenge comes change, so let's all choose to
challenge.

Fig.3: Dr. Arti Bhatia, Principal Scientist IARI, New Delhi

Dr. Gouri Joshi, Associate Professor & Enviro -
Legal Consultant –She talked about Environment

Protection & Women. Self - reliant India means

being dependent on one’s own power and

resources; India has 10 bio - geographics zones,

diverse natural capital and adequate amount of

water, advantage of rich customs, traditional

knowledge and regional practices, essential

legislative, administrative and judicial support to

achieve sustainable development and self reliant

India.

She talked about the role of women in

environment protection which includes, selection

of grains and seeds, collection of seeds, growing

seeds in newer areas, investing storage options,

and contribution towards conservation.

Fig.4: Gouri Joshi, Associate Professor &
Enviro - Legal Consultant

She highlighted opportunities through International

Associations like Multi - National Companies and

Multi - National Organisations,Third Party

Information Procurrens, Coordinators, International

Arbitrators, Action oriented International NGOs,

Indian Counterparts, Implementation Associates,

Project partners, Dispute redressal in

environmental matters, International Arbitrator, Fact

finding association and Consultants.
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She shared success stories of various women in

the environment sector. Also discussed various

work opportunities for students of Environment

Sciences and environment law. Further discussed

opportunities at National level like compliance

requirements in State Boards, Enforcement

Associates/Volunteers, or Legal Advisor/

Arbitrators/ Experts or Lawyers.

She concluded by saying protecting our planet starts

with you, like Bike more, drive less, reduce reuse &

recycle, choose sustainable, plant a tree, educate,

volunteer, conserve water, long lasting light bulbs,

shop wisely, and don’t send chemicals into our

waterways. Also talked about Harit Ghar.

Prof. Kasturi Mukhopadhyay, SES, JNU – Social

and Behaviour problem is very much associated with

women’s environment. Women’s education should

run to pretty ‘accomplishments.’

Fig.5: Prof. Kasturi Mukhopadhyay, SES, JNU

Such as drawing, painting or the like - skill which will

enable well-to-do women to pass the time

harmlessly while their husband does the really

important work.

This point of view should be obsolete. Women

should share with men the life and thought and

interests of the times. They are fitted to carry the

same academic work as men, with no less

thoroughness and quality. The distribution of general

ability among women is approximately the same as

among men.

Not surprisingly, the gender gap for women in

scientific research is also significantly wide. As per

the UNESCO Institute for Statistics (2017), even as

the number of personnel engaged in scientific

research increased by a healthy 37.8%, the percent

of women researchers dropped marginally, from

14.3% in 2010 to 13.9% in 2015. She advocated for

women’s education, especially in the field of science

and environment.

Ms. Akanksha Roy, YoHo lead, SES, JNU – She

talked about the role of women in society and

discussed in detail about various leading women in

the field of environment. She also talked about

various YoHo events and competitions organised in

the SES.

Fig.6: Ms. Akanksha Roy, YoHo Gyan Lead, SES, JNU.

Prof. U.C. Kulshrestha, ENVIS Coordinator &
Dean, SES, JNU – He congratulated all the women

on the occasion of International Women’s Day. He

said that women play a very crucial and important

role in the environment and society. He categorically

emphasized the need to increase women

representatives at the top administrative levels in

different sectors for environmental friendly and

corruption free society.
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Fig.7: Prof. U.C. Kulshrestha, ENVIS Coordinator
& Dean, SES, JNU

Vote of Thanks was extended by Ms. Swati
Singh, Programme Officer, JNU ENVIS - She

discussed the importance of women’s day as

celebrated by the United Nation. Role of women

in society in general and in the environment

specifically. She quoted that “ if you educate a

man you educate one person, but if you educate

a woman you educate the entire family”. She

thanked all the speakers, participants, students

and the faculty for making the event successful.

Fig.8: Ms. Swati Singh, Programme Officer, JNU ENVIS

The session came to an end with the distribution

of e-certificate to all the participants. Very

positive feedback was received from the

participants.

Fig.9: Panelists & Participants of the Panel Discussion

Recommendations:

1. Women should be properly represented in

decision making to all levels.

2. Women should be provided an equitable

environment with equal opportunities, freedom

& autonomy as their male counterparts.

3. Various options are available for students of

environment and law, young students and

specially women should be encouraged to

take up such jobs.

4. Individual steps need to be taken to protect

our planet.

5. Gender gap for women in scientific research

should be decreased by investing more in

women’s education.

Feedback:

Webinar Live Session on the FB page:
https://www.facebook.com/jnuenvis/videos/28921023
11064818
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Webinar Report

World Meteorology Day
Theme: The Ocean, Our Climate and Weather

Organised by:

JNU ENVIS Resource Partner on Geodiversity & Impact on Environment

School of Environmental Sciences, Jawaharlal Nehru University

New Delhi - 110 067

March 23, 2021
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World Meteorology Day 2021
Theme: The Ocean, Our Climate and Weather

The School of Environmental Sciences

celebrated World Meteorology Day on

March 23, 2021. On this occasion, a webinar

was organized in collaboration with the JNU

ENVIS Resource Partner and the Young

Holistic (YoHo) group, School of

Environmental Sciences, Jawaharlal Nehru

University, New Delhi.

The panel included very eminent national and

International researchers viz. Dr. Mrutyunjay
Mohapatra (DG, India Meteorology Dept.,

New Delhi), Prof. A.P. Dimri (SES, JNU), Dr.
Dilip Ganguly (CAS, IIT Delhi), Prof. U.C.
Kulshrestha (Dean SES & JNU ENVIS

Coordinator) and the Young Holistic leader Ms.
Mudita Chaturvedi represented the student

YoHo group, while Ms. Swati Singh,
Programme Officer, ENVIS, SES executed the

programme.

Fig.1: Poster and Schedule of the Webinar widely
circulated on the social media platform.

Prof. U.C. Kulshrestha, Dean SES & JNU
ENVIS Coordinator – moderated the panel

discussion. It was attended by more than 130

participants, through Google-Meet and

Facebook Live platforms. The participants

included university students, researchers,

faculty members and other stakeholders both

nationally and internationally.

He welcomed all the speakers, participants,

students and all the guests. He talked about

the importance of day and how ENVIS RP

celebrates various calendar days. Also

mentioned selection of the Panel and

speakers. Mentioned about various young

holistic programmes in the SES.

He said there is a need to quantify the

trans-boundary and long range transport of

pollutants, and develop a regional programme

under the SAARC framework similar to the

Convention for LRTAP in Europe.
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He discussed the meteorological and

topographical influence on the dispersion of

pollution in the Indo-Gangetic region

explaining the term Camel-ride push coined by

him. Apart from CO2, the acidity of the ocean

is also increasing due to transport of sulphate

aerosols as reported during Indian Ocean

Experiment (INDOEX), especially during the

winter season of the northern hemisphere.

Then he invited the first panelist Dr.

Mrutyunjay Mohapatra and asked him to

deliver his talk.

Fig.2: Prof. Umesh Kulshrestha, Dean  & ENVIS
Coordinator, SES, JNU

Dr. Mrutyunjay Mohapatra, DG, India
Meteorology Dept, New Delhi - He

congratulated for organising World

Meteorology Day 2021 and talked about the

theme “The Ocean, Our Climate & Weather”.

This year the UN has declared 2021-30 as the

year of Science and Ocean. World

Meteorological Organisation (WMO) is an

organisation of all the National Meteorological

Organisations.

He mentioned that the atmosphere has no

boundaries and if we want analysis of weather

we need to know the global scenario. Any

weather is the byproduct of the Ocean -

Atmosphere - Land. Ocean is the major source

of moisture and also water has higher heat

capacity and retained it to increase that

atmospheric temperature again. Interactive

coupled Ocean - Atmosphere - Land, also

biosphere modeling should be considered.

Thus the Ministry of Earth Sciences looks at

stabilized coupled data and finally forecasting.

Ocean has a long memory unlike Earth or

other components. Predictions can be short

term (1 - 2 days), 5 - 6 days, 1 - 2 week,

beyond one month, Annual or decadal. Longer

periods require Ocean data thus enhanced

observation from Ocean and land regions are

required.

Fig.3: Dr. Mrutyunjay Mohapatra, DG, India Meteorology
Dept, New Delhi

Then he explained Indian geographical setting

and the objectives to maximise observation.

Forecast is accurate, if you detect well you

predict well. The climate scale role of Ocean is

very important for long term predictions. A

coupled atmospheric and Ocean model is

required for climate weather cyclones etc

forecasting. Dynamic modeling approach of

IMD and Ministry of Earth Sciences is on par

with leading Meteorological organisations of

the World.
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Six billion people depend on Ocean and

Coastal phenomena, like marine life. 3 - 6

trillion US dollar is the size of the business of

Ocean products, Three quarter of the

International economy is controlled by the

Ocean. The concept of blue economy has

been implemented in India, and for deep

Ocean research, Minerals, Oils, Drinking

water, Tidal energy and Solar energy.

Threat to Ocean and blue economy - For India

monsoon which is affected by coupled Ocean

- Atmosphere - Land, El-Nino and Southern

Oscillation, they interact with each other and

monsoon is highly impacted.

WMO facilitates exchange of data, facilitates

numerical modeling, warning dissemination

and global monitoring. India is 4th in

Computing power after the US, UK and Japan.

He advocated for a safer Ocean - Clean

Ocean - Transparent Ocean.

He thanked ENVIS for taking up the issue and

urged young researchers to take up the issues

for further research.

Prof. A.P. Dimri, SES, JNU - He

congratulated on the occasion of World

Meteorological Day 2021. This day is to

celebrate services of organisations working in

Meteorology for the safety of the society. Their

success stories in serving and sustainable

development of the society. Context of the

WMD 2021 theme is very important. Ocean is

a very important trade route from historical

times, and plays an important role in geo -

politics, blue economy.

He advocated for an integrated view like the

National Mission of Water (Catch the rain

when it falls and where it falls). He talked

about enhancing the global observation

system, impact coastal communities. Also

talked about the need for an open earth

system for research.

Fig.4: Prof. A.P. Dimri, SES, JNU

He concluded by talking about blue economy

and sustainable development - depends on

the health of the ocean. Both exploitation and

conservation of the ocean is part of the blue

economy. Life below the ocean.

Dr. Dilip Ganguly, CAS, IIT Delhi – He said

according to research 2020 was the warmest

year recorded, jointly with 2016 (El- Nino

Year). However 2020 was La - Nina but still

warmest. Extreme events, droughts, coastal

flooding, disappearing sea ice and glaciers

have been observed. Extreme events related

to air pollution. Aerosols influence

microphysical properties and cause

atmospheric heating. IPCC report and other

research has established direct and indirect

effects of Aerosols leading to cooling effects,

but large scale uncertainty is present.

WHO 2020 report highlighted Delhi is the most

polluted city. Eleven out of twenty five most

polluted cities are in India.
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Poor air quality over India leads to adverse

effects on human health and economy of the

country ( 1.4% of GDP affected by poor air

quality).

Fig.5: Dr. Dilip Gangualy, CAS, IIT Delhi

He concluded by saying that capacity in

observation and modelling should be

increased. Universities should work to create

more skilled manpower for observation and

modelling and various time scales. Talked

about the new observation facility at IIT

Sonipat campus which is to be inaugurated

25th March, 2021.

Ms. Mudita Chaturvedi, YoHo Gyan Lead &
Student, SES, JNU – as a young holistic

leader, Ms. Mudita talked about YoHo activities

and she highlighted that Young Holistic (YoHo)

platforms are needed for the all-round

development of the students. She is

associated with Yoga and Web Platform. She

further discussed her research area

Precipitation Chemistry and relative Nitrogen

at various places of the Country.

Fig.6: Ms. Mudita Chaturvedi, YoHo Gyan Lead, SES, JNU

Vote of Thanks was extended by Ms. Swati
Singh, Programme Officer, JNU ENVIS -
She thanked all the speakers, participants,

students and the faculty for making the event

successful.

Fig.7: Ms. Swati Singh, Programme Officer,
JNU ENVIS RP

The session came to an end with the

distribution of e-certificate to all the

participants. This is to mention that a very

positive feedback has been received from the

participants about the event.
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Recommendations:

1. India needs to augment more observation

points in Ocean.

2. Need to quantify trans-boundary and long

range transport of pollutants in South Asia.

3. Coupled modeling should be promoted.

4. Hourly, weekly and longer forecasts should

be made available.

5. Marine impact forecasting should be

promoted.

6. Research should be done in a collaborative

manner.

7. Mass awareness programmes for fishermen,

farmers, media should be done.

8. Capacity building should be done by

Oceanographers, Climatologists and young

researchers.

9. Universities should work to create more

skilled manpower for observation and

modelling.

Feedback:

Webinar Live Session on the official FB page:
https://www.facebook.com/jnuenvis/videos/486175629189815

Webinar Live Session on the official Youtube page:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D8O8aJibwBc

********
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ANNEXURE

Results of

Organised Online Competitions of

Environment Calendar Days

Organised by:

JNU ENVIS Resource Partner on Geodiversity & Impact on Environment

School of Environmental Sciences, Jawaharlal Nehru University

New Delhi - 110 067

(F.Y.: 2020-21)
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योहो (YoHo) गीत
तुम जो चाहो  कर सकत ेहो
दरू मटा सकत ेअभशाप
तुम चाहो तो धरा लाँघ लो
यद  होवै तुम पर परमाप

युग  बदलता  जब  धरा  पर
तब होती कुछ नव पद चाप
उन पद चापों को जो सुन ले
बनता मुखया अपने आप

मैं चाहता तुम वह ध्वन सुन लो
व्योम सरीखे सपने बुन लो
कस के हाथ पकड़ कर रखो
मल जाएगी  मंिजल आप

उठो उठो सब योहो बंधु
प्रकृत का आव्हान यही है
परवतर्मन का यही समय है
वानार्म केवल पश्चाताप

तकनीकी का हाथ थामकर
वश्व वजय पाने की सोचो
वैज्ञानकता हो कमर्मों में
तो मट जाएँ सब संताप

अपनी अन्तशर्मित समझो
ज्ञान करो एकत्र गुरु से
मात-पता के सपने संजोयो
छोडो नमर्मल मन  की छाप
तुम जो चाहो  कर सकत ेहो
दरू मटा सकत ेअभशाप

         : उमेश कुलशे्रष्ठ `चंद्र' 
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